
Acknowledgement by the recipient of the knowledge and use of the information 
contained in this report and the general terms and conditions of contract 

We hereby confirm that we have sufficient knowledge to consider this report, together with 
further information, including information from self-operated controls, in gaining an 
understanding of the service-related internal control system of the Information Processing 
Hosting Service of PlusServer GmbH. The agreed maximum liability limit applies to PlusServer 
GmbH as the client and to each recipient jointly. 
The performance of the engagement and our responsibility are based on the agreed "general 
terms & conditions of engagement for german public auditors and public audit firms, 
dated January 1, 2017", which are attached to this confirmation as an annex.  
By taking note of and using the information contained in this report, we confirm that we have 
taken note of the provisions made in the general engagement terms (including the liability 
provisions under Sec. 9) and acknowledges their validity in relation to us. 

Confirm
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List of abbreviations and acronyms 


 


ACC Access Management 


ACM Asset & Configuration Management 


API Application Programming Interface 


AR Architect 


AS Auditing Standard of the IDW 


BCM Business Continuity Management 


BDSG Bundesdatenschutzgesetzt / German Data Protection 


Act 


BIA Business Impact Analysis 


CCTV Closed Circuit Television 


CEO Chief Executive Officer 


CERT  Computer Emergency Response Team 


CFO Chief Financial Officer 


CHA Change Management 


CIFS  Common Internet File System 


CLI Command Line Interface 


CMDB  Configuration Management Database 


COO  Chief Operating Officer 


CPU Central Processing Unit 


DB Data Base 


DP Data Protection 


DPMS Data Protection Management System 


e.g. Example given 


EU-GDPR European General Data Protection Regulation 


FC Fibre Channel 


GB  Gigabit 


GmbH Limited liability company 


GUI Graphical User Interface 


GPU Graphics Processing Unit 


HAM5 Data Center (Stadtwerke Norderstedt - TechnikCenter, 


Heidbergstraße 101-111, 22846 Norderstedt) 


HAM6 Data Center (König-Georg-Deich 2, 21107 Hamburg) 


HGB German Commercial Code 


HR Human Resource Department 


IAASB International Auditing and Assurance Standards Board 
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iAP Independent Consulting + Audit Professionals GmbH, 


Berlin 


ICS  Internal Control System 


IDW Institute of Public Auditors in Germany e. V., 


Duesseldorf 


IEC  International Electrotechnical Commission 


iLO Integrated Lights-Out 


IMS Integrated Management System 


INC Incident & Problem Management 


ISAE International Standard on Assurance Engagements 


ISB  Information Security Officer 


iSCSI internet Small Computer System Interface 


ISMS  Information Security Management System 


ISO  International Organization for Standardization 


KonTraG Gesetz zur Kontrolle und Transparenz  


 im Unternehmensbereich / Law on Control 


  and Transparency in the Corporate Sector 


LO Lead Operations 


NEA  Netzersatzanlage / Emergency Power System 


NFS Network File System 


NIC Network Interface Card 


n.v. New Version 


NVME Non-Volatile Memory Express 


OS Operating System 


PCI DSS Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard 


PCIe Peripheral Component Interconnect Express 


PERS Personnel Security 


PHY Physical & Environmental Security 


PO Product Owner 


QMS Quality Management System 


RAID Redundant Array of Independent Disks 


RKM Risk and Control Matrix 


SCM Scrum Master 


SLA Service Level Agreements 


SLM Service Level Management 


SMB  Server Message Block 
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SQL Structured Query Language 


SSH  Secure Shell 


SUP Supplier Management 


SYS System Administration & Operation 


ToD Test of Design 


UPS Uninterruptible Power Supplies 


vDC Virtual Data Center 


VLAN Virtual Local Area Network 


VM Virtual Machine 


VPN Virtual Private Network 
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   Engagement and scope of the audit 


1. The general management of  


PlusServer GmbH, 


Cologne 


- also referred to as “PlusServer”- 
 


engaged us to report on PlusServers’s description of controls as related to the 
Information Processing Hosting Service for related companies (also referred to as 
“user organization”) transactions as documented in Annex 2 on the design and suitability 
of controls related to the control objectives stated in the respective description. By this it 
is assessed whether the specified control objectives can be met under the assumption 
that the controls are implemented and work as designed.  


The audit engagement did not include an assessment of the effectiveness of the 
described controls. Therefore, we do not express an opinion on this matter. We have 
been engaged to report on this matter separately. 


2.  In accordance with Section 321 (4a) HGB, we confirm that we have complied with the 
applicable rules on independence in our audit of the service-related internal control 
system and the design of controls for Information Processing Hosting Services. 


3.  We issue the following report on the nature and scope as well as the result of our audit, 
which was prepared in accordance with the IDW Auditing Standard: The audit of service-
related internal control systems (IDW AS 951 n.v. (03.2021)). We voluntarily apply IDW 
PS 951 n.v. in advance for this engagement. Accordingly, the relevant professional 
standards are to be observed and the audit is to be planned and performed in such a 
manner that we can report on the description and design of controls at a service 
organization. This engagement involves performing procedures to obtain evidence about 
the disclosures in the service organization’s description of its system and the design of 
controls in all material respects. 


 This audit report is addressed to the general management of PlusServer. For the 
addressees and use of the report, please refer to text figure 9. 


The unqualified audit opinion issued based on the audit is presented in section 2. as 
well as in our opinion (Annex 1). 


4.  The general management of PlusServer has provided us with a representation letter 
dated December 31, 2021 (Annex 5). 


5.  We have also attached to our report the description of the service-related internal control 
system by the management of the service company (Annex 2) and the description of the 
audit procedures performed including the control objectives and controls tested          
(Annex 3). 
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6.  The general management of PlusServer has compiled and provided the declaration 
attached (Management Assertion) containing statements on the adequacy of the 
description and suitability of the controls subject to the assessment. Therefore, 
Management’s responsibility encompasses: 


• preparing the description in Annex 2 and accompanying statement in Annex 4, 
including the completeness, accuracy and method of presentation of the description 
and statement; 


• providing the services covered by the description; 


• stating the control objectives; 


• stating the risks for meeting the control objectives; 


• and designing, implementing and effectively operating controls to achieve the stated 
control objectives. 


PlusServer has prepared and issued the enclosed statement (Annex 2) as a 
Management Assertion on the fair presentation of the description and on the suitability of 
the design and adequacy of the controls described herein to achieve the corresponding 
control objectives as presented in the description. In this regard, a written declaration 
(Annex 4) was issued by the management. 


7.  Our responsibility is to express an opinion based on our performed audit on the  


• fairness of the description of PlusServer’s service-related internal control system; 


• suitability of the criteria used and the derived control objectives; 


• design of controls to achieve the control objectives set out in the description. 


As part of its service provision, PlusServer has outsourced parts of its data centre 
infrastructure (HAM5) to a sub-service provider. PlusServer uses the carve-out method 
for this. The description does not explicitly describe the criteria, control objectives and 
monitoring measures of the subcontractor. Our audit procedures do not cover the controls 
and their control objectives relevant for the subcontractor. PlusServer performs controls 
to monitor the subcontractor, which we can assess as appropriate. 


8. PlusServer’s description of controls as related to the Information Processing Hosting 
Service is prepared to meet the needs of different customers and their independent 
auditors, thus it cannot fully cover all different aspects that may arise from single user 
entities in their individual environment. Also, because of their nature, controls at a service 
organization may not prevent or detect all errors or omissions in processing or reporting 
transactions. 


 Furthermore, the projection of any conclusions, based on our findings to future periods is 
subject to the risk that changes made to the system or controls, changes in processing 
requirements, or changes required because of the passage of time, may alter the validity 
of such conclusions. In addition, the conclusions on the suitability of controls are also 
subject to risk that controls of the Service organization become ineffective or do not work 
as intended. 


9. This opinion and the reporting on the audit are intended solely for use by the general 
management of PlusServer GmbH as well as its customers and their independent 
auditors, if they have received the opinion with our express consent and have sufficient 
knowledge to take this report, together with further information, including on controls 
operated by the clients themselves, into account when gaining an understanding of the 
service-related internal control system. It is not intended to be, and should not be, used 
by anyone other than these specified parties. The agreed limit of liability applies jointly to 
the client and to any recipient who receives the audit result with our consent. The 
disclosure is made on condition that the respective recipient agrees to the conditions for 
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disclosure agreed between the client and us. This also applies in cases where the 
reporting on the audit is made available to third parties electronically (e.g. via the 
internet).  


10.  The performance of the engagement and our responsibility, also in relation to third 
parties, are based on the agreed "general terms & conditions of engagement for 
german public auditors and public audit firms, dated January 1, 2017" attached to 
this report as Annex 4. By taking note of and using the information contained in this 
report, each recipient confirms that he/she has taken note of the provisions made in the 
general engagement terms (including the liability provisions under Sec. 9) and 
acknowledges their validity in relation to us. 
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2. Opinion on the description of the service-related internal control system and the 
design of controls (type 1) 


11. We have been engaged to report on PlusServer’s description of controls as related to the 
Information Processing Hosting Service for related companies (also referred to as “user 
organization”) transactions as documented in Annex 2 on the design and suitability of 
controls related to the control objectives stated in the respective description. The 
description indicates that certain control objectives provided in the design of controls at 
PlusServer are appropriately designed and operating effectively in conjunction with 
related controls at the service provider. We have not tested the suitability of the design of 
any additional user identity controls. 


We planned and performed our audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the 
accompanying description is, in all material respects, a fair representation of the service-
related internal control system and whether the controls are suitably designed to achieve 
the related control objectives. 


An assurance engagement to report on the description and design of controls at a service 
organization involves performing procedures to obtain evidence about the disclosures in 
the service organization’s description of its system, and the design of controls. The 
procedures selected depend on the service auditor’s judgment, including the assessment 
of the risks that the description is not fairly presented, and that controls are not suitably 
designed. Our procedures also include evaluating the overall presentation of the 
description, the suitability of the objectives stated therein, and the suitability of the criteria 
specified by the service organization. 


We have not performed any procedures to obtain assurance on the effectiveness of the 
controls described and, accordingly, we do not express an opinion on them. 


Our audit was executed from January 13 to December 31, 2021. We believe that the 
evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our 
unqualified audit opinion.  


12. Our opinion is based on the information given in our report in section 3 and on the criteria 
described in section 2. 


Based on our assessment, we conclude that the description of the service-related internal 
control system in all material respects 


a) fairly describes the implemented service-related internal control system as of 
December 31, 2021, 


b) presents suitable control objectives based on suitable criteria, 


c) the controls stated in the description were implemented and suitable designed as 
of December 31, 2021. 
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13. We have issued this report in accordance with the IDW Auditing Standard: The audit of 
service-related internal control systems (IDW AS 951 n.v. (03.2021)). 


  The use of our opinion (Annex 1) outside this audit report is not permitted. 
 


  Hamburg, December 31, 2021 
 


  nbs partners audit 
  GmbH Wirtschaftsprüfungsgesellschaft 


 
 
 
 
 


   Boris Michels   Tobias Schreiber 


   German Public Auditor   German Public Auditor 



root
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 Opinion of an independent auditor on the description of the service-related internal 
control system and the design of controls (type 1)  


 to the general management of PlusServer GmbH, Cologne: 


Engagement and scope of audit 


We have been engaged to report on the PlusServer GmbH (also referred to as 
“PlusServer”) description of controls as related to the Information Processing Hosting 
Service for related companies (also referred to as “user organization”) transactions as 
documented in Annex 2 on the design and suitability of controls related to the control 
objectives stated in the respective description as of December 31, 2021. By this it is 
assessed whether the specified control objectives can be met under the assumption that 
the controls are implemented and work as designed.  


The assessment of effectiveness of controls is not within the scope of the engagement. 


 


 Responsibilities of the general management of PlusServer 


PlusServer has compiled and provided the declaration attached (Management Assertion) 
containing statements on adequacy of description and suitability of the controls subject to 
the assessment. Therefore, management’s responsibility encompasses: 


• preparing the description in Annex 2 and accompanying statement in Annex 4, 
including the completeness, accuracy and method of presentation of the description 
and statement; 


• providing the services covered by the description; 


• stating the control objectives; 


• stating the risks for meeting the control objectives; 


• and designing, implementing and effectively operating controls to achieve the stated 
control objectives. 


 


Auditor‘s responsibilitites 


Our responsibility is to express an opinion based on our performed audit on the 


• fairness of the description of PlusServer’s service-related internal control system; 


• suitability of the criteria used and the derived control objectives; 


• design of controls to achieve the control objectives set out in the description. 


We conducted our engagement in accordance with the IDW auditing standard: The audit 
of service-related internal control systems (IDW AS 951 n.v. (03.2021)). We plan and 
perform our audit to obtain reasonable assurance whether, in all material respects, the 
description is fairly presented, and the controls are suitably designed to achieve the 
related control objectives. 


An assurance engagement to report on the description and design of controls at a service 
organization involves performing procedures to obtain evidence about the disclosures in 
the service organization’s description of its system, and the design of controls. The 
procedures selected depend on the service auditor’s judgment, including the assessment 
of the risks that the description is not fairly presented, and that controls are not suitably 
designed. Our procedures also include evaluating the overall presentation of the 
description, the suitability of the objectives stated therein, and the suitability of the criteria 
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specified by the service organization. 


We have not performed any procedures to obtain assurance on the effectiveness of the 
controls described and, accordingly, we do not express an opinion on them. 


We believe that the evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a 
basis for our opinion. 


 


Inherent limitations of controls at a service organization 


PlusServer’s description is prepared to meet the needs of different customers and their 
independent auditors, thus it cannot fully cover all different aspects that may arise from 
single user entities in their individual environment. Also, because of their nature, controls 
at a service organization may not prevent or detect all errors or omissions in processing or 
reporting transactions. 


Furthermore, the projection of any conclusions, based on our findings to future periods is 
subject to the risk that changes made to the system or controls, changes in processing 
requirements, or changes required because of the passage of time, may alter the validity 
of such conclusions. In addition, the conclusions on the suitability of controls are also 
subject to the risk that controls of the service organization become ineffective or do not 
work as intended. 


 


Opinion 


We have based our opinion on the information given in our report in section 3 and on the 
criteria described in section 2. 


Based on our assessment, we conclude that the description of the service-related internal 
control system in all material respects 


a) fairly describes the implemented service-related internal control system as of 
December 31, 2021, 


b) presents suitable control objectives based on suitable criteria, 


c) the controls stated in the description were implemented and suitable designed as 
of December 31, 2021. 


 


Intended use and purpose 


This opinion and the reporting on the audit are intended solely for use by the general 
management of PlusServer GmbH as well as its customers and their independent 
auditors, if they have received the opinion with our express consent and have sufficient 
knowledge to take this report, together with further information, including on controls 
operated by the clients themselves, into account when gaining an understanding of the 
service-related internal control system. It is not intended to be, and should not be, used by 
anyone other than these specified parties. 
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We issue this opinion based on the engagement concluded with PlusServer GmbH, which, 
also with effect vis-à-vis third parties, is based on the enclosed general terms & conditions 
of engagement for german public auditors and public audit firms, dated January 1, 2017, 
which also provide for a liability agreement. 


 
Hamburg, December 31, 2021 
 
nbs partners audit 
GmbH Wirtschaftsprüfungsgesellschaft 


 
 
 
 
 


 Boris Michels   Tobias Schreiber 


 German Public Auditor   German Public Auditor 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



root









 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


 







1. Description of the PlusServer IT Service ICS 


1.1 Company Background PlusServer GmbH 


PlusServer GmbH (hereinafter "PlusServer") is the managed cloud service provider for small 
and medium-sized enterprises. We have been advising and guiding companies through their 
digital transformation for over 20 years. With plus.io, our multi-cloud platform, you can use an 
IT environment and cloud architecture that are perfectly tailored to your business processes. 


We offer German companies a data sovereign and provider-independent basis for their digital 
business processes. We advise our customers on cloud architectures and the integration of 
existing IT environments.  


 


The division of responsibilities in general management can be depicted as follows: 


 


The overall responsibility for the internal control system for checking the appropriateness and 
effectiveness rests with the PlusServer general management. It provides the necessary 
resources for implementation. The head of the IT security department is named as the 
information security officer (ISB) of the institution and also takes on the role of the ICS owner. 
He ensures the operational activities of the ICS and reports in his function directly to the 
general management. A committee of specialists from the various specialist departments 
provides the IT security department with technical and advisory support. Responsible for the 
controls are executives from each department.  


The PlusServer Code of Conduct provides the legal and ethical framework for the conduct of 
all PlusServer managers and employees and defines the basic rules of conduct within the 
company as well as in relation to PlusServer's business partners and the general public. The 
code also reflects the underlying basic values of PlusServer, in particular the values relating 
to integrity, compliance with laws and regulations, data security and data protection, 
employment, occupational safety and health and environmental protection.  


In order to make our efforts to data protection visible for customers and interested parties, we 
have carried out a test of our data protection management system (DSMS). The auditor's 
report in accordance with IDW PH 9.860.1 can be sent on request. In addition, PlusServer 
operates an information security management system (ISMS) in accordance with ISO / IEC 
27001 and a quality management system (QMS) in accordance with ISO / IEC 9001. The 
current certificates can be found on our website.  


We achieve our success through strong teamwork and as such, each and every one of our 
employees is important for the contractual fulfillment of our services and for an outstanding 







customer experience. With regard to the scope of the certification, we would like to address 
the following squads and departments or teams separately.  


1.1.1 Squads  


Our product squads work in an agile work system. In addition to the actual development team, 
there are four roles that manage the respective squad:    


 


• The Product Owner (PO) is responsible for the product as such,  


• the Lead Operations (LO) for the division of work,  


• the Architect (AR) for the technical structure and compliance with architectural 


principles and  


• the Scrum Master (SCM) for adhering to the agile way of working.  


This structure is implemented in all subsequent Product Squads. 


1.1.2 Departments / Teams  


1.1.2.1 Data Center Operation  


The "Data Center Operations" department operates our data centers (CGN3, DUS6, HAM6) 
and serves as an interface to the service provider Stadtwerke Norderstedt (SWN), which is 
responsible for the operation of the data center HAM5. Site management and logistics are also 
located in this department.    


1.1.2.2 People Experience / Human Resources 


The HR department manages the company's employees, including their entry / exit and their 
continuing education and training. Personnel administration has the option of immediately 
withdrawing rights from employees, e.g. in the event of termination without notice or as a 
consequence of violations.    


1.1.2.3 Supplier Management  


Supplier management regulates purchasing and manages the company's subcontractors.    
  







1.1.2.4 IT-Security & Processes  


The IT Security & Processes team manages the company's guidelines and processes. It 
provides the ISB and QMB, organizes the operation of the company's management systems 
as well as the internal control system (ICS) for data protection (IDW PH 9.860.1), the BSI C5 
requirements (BSI C5 IKS) and the service provision (service ICS according to ISAE 3402) 
described here.  


1.1.3 Risk assessment of business development   


To protect the company against risks that have a significant impact on the asset, financial or 
earnings position, PlusServer has a comprehensive risk management system within the 
meaning of the Law on Control and Transparency in the Corporate Sector (KonTraG) in place. 
The main goal is to secure the company's success in the long term by identifying and 
evaluating potential hazards and developing preventive measures at an early stage. In addition 
to risk management in accordance with KonTraG, management instruments such as quality 
and environmental management form further components of careful and sustainable corporate 
management. The corporate strategy forms the basis for PlusServer's risk policy. The risk 
policy is aimed at securing the company's continued existence in the long term and 
guaranteeing the statutory mandate in the long term. The introduced risk management system 
is anchored company-wide and is understood as a continuous process for the early detection, 
evaluation, control and documentation of risks. All employees and executives are encouraged 
to behave in a risk-conscious manner through clear regulations of responsibilities and definition 
of responsibility for individual risk areas. The risks localized in the company are recorded 
methodically. The risks are assessed and classified according to the likelihood of occurrence 
and the amount of damage. Measures to reduce the likelihood of occurrence are listed for each 
risk. 


Regular and detailed reports are sent to higher-level bodies. As an independent body, the 
internal auditing department checks the appropriateness and efficiency of the instruments and 
content used on behalf of the management. In 2021, the risk situation for PlusServer changed 
only insignificantly: 


▪ Overall, there was no change in the company's susceptibility to risk. 


▪ The risk categories (environment, security, finance, law, provision of services) continue 


to move in non-critical segments of the portfolio. The sum of the risk categories is 


therefore also uncritical. 


▪ An aggregation of the risk categories with increasing effects is unlikely. 


There is therefore no immediate threat to the continued existence of PlusServer. The risks also 
have no significant influence on the earnings, financial and asset situation within the meaning 
of the law on control and transparency in the corporate sector (KonTraG). The overall risk 
assessment, which is based on the subjective assessment of the plus server management, 
was objectified using a recognized credit rating procedure. According to this method, there 
were also no indications of a current or future threat to the continued existence of the company. 


Information security risks have also been assessed on the basis of the international ISO 27001 
standard since 2011. These now form an integral part of the risk management system and 
primarily consider the aspects of data protection and data security. A central component for an 
information security management system (ISMS) is complied with by the additional disclosure 
of information on information security. The overall uncritical overall assessment of the business 
risks could be underlined again. 


The systematized and transparently prepared risk data is presented to management on an 
annual basis. For all those involved in the process, the standardized data is available at any 
time as part of an internal application. Internal and external audits confirm that the risks are 
properly documented. The instruments and methods within the entire risk management 
process are continuously developed and improved.  







1.1.4 Monitoring 


The PlusServer management and their supervisory bodies monitor the quality of the internal 
controls and their implementation as part of their routine activities. To support you in 
monitoring, the PlusServer has implemented a series of management reports that measure 
and assess the results of the various processing activities for the user organization. The 
management reports contain information about the effective transaction volume compared to 
the expected volume, effective processing times compared to planned processing times, 
effective system availability and response times compared to defined service level agreements 
and standards, internal audits regarding the cloud services and communication of customer 
service.  


All abnormalities in relation to normal or planned processing steps with regard to hardware, 
software and procedural problems are logged, reported and a solution is provided. PlusServer 
Management subjects the reports to ongoing reviews, and measures are initiated if necessary. 


   
1.2 Audit Objective 


The accompanying description is intended to serve customers of PlusServer, who have a 
contractual agreement with PlusServer, to prove the existence and appropriateness (design 
effectiveness) of the service-related internal control system (ICS) for their certifications or 
various audits. 


In addition to the organization within PlusServer, the following description is intended to 
describe in particular the processes, controls and services as provided by PlusServer, as well 
as the tools used. 


The auditors of PlusServer customers should be provided with a sufficient amount of 
information, so that they understand the internal control system of PlusServer and can then 
design and carry out their own audit planning for the customer. It should be clearly emphasized 
which support the customer receives from PlusServer through the described service-related 
internal control system, and which controls are only carried out by PlusServer if separately 
assigned. In addition, in Chapter 6 we provide information on which additional checks should 
be carried out by external auditors and / or by the customer himself. 


We would like to point out that the usability of this report for the purposes of the annual audit 
depends, among other things, on the scope of the processes outsourced to PlusServer, the 
scope of 'Management Level' as well as the scope of controls assigned by the customer. If 
processes are carried out independently by the customer, e.g. in the case of user management 
at the application level, these are not subject to the controls described and audited in this 
report. 


 
1.3 Scope and Boundaries 


The scope of "IT service ICS" of PlusServer described here, includes controls that are carried 
out for all customers, provided that the underlying services have been assigned. The controls 
are fundamentally anchored in the respective PlusServer processes. If needed, addtional 
controls and the resulting expenses and any necessary hardware and software has to be 
ordered by the customer. In general, the following controls only apply if PlusServer is 
contractually responsible for the control object and thus the control risk and objective. 


The following services outsourced to sub-service providers are not provided by PlusServer and 
were not part of the audit. The quality of the service to be provided is ensured by appropriate 
monitoring and control of the service provider:  


• Security service in the data centers: This is carried out by appropriately trained security 
staff from Pütz Security in the Norderstedt data center (PlusServer-internal 
abbreviation: HAM5) and GfW Sicherheitsdienste GmbH in the Wilhelmsburg data 
center (PlusServer-internal abbreviation: HAM6). The security personnel in the data 







centers have been briefed and are familiar with the guidelines applicable to the data 
centers.  


• Disposal of data carriers (especially hard disks) and information (for example in paper 
form): This is done by REISSWOLF Akten- und Datenvernichtung GmbH & Co. KG and 
Tradefinity GmbH, which provide evidence of disposal in accordance with DIN 66399.  


• Network connection to the data centers: This takes place via the redundant use of 
network lines from several network providers (Deutsche Telekom AG, Colt Technology 
Services GmbH, Level3 Communications GmbH, Easynet Global Services GmbH and 
wilhelm.tel GmbH), so that there are no dependencies on individual network providers. 
PlusServer operates the redundant backbone for the PlusServer data centers and 
customer connections on these leased lines.  


Service providers commissioned by the customer (e.g. for software development or for the 
provision of data center space for "pluscloud local") are not within the scope of PlusServer's 
internal control system. 


 


1.4 PlusServer Service Portfolio 


1.4.1 pluscloud 


1.4.1.1 pluscloud open 


With "pluscloud open", PlusServer provides so-called "Infrastructure-as-a-Service" services 
based on open source virtualization technologies (e.g. KVM). As part of these services, the 
customer can use redundant public cloud infrastructure components, in particular processor 
performance, storage, network and security resources (hereinafter “resources”) in the form of 
virtual server instances. Virtual servers consist of the resources processor performance 
("VCPU"), main memory ("RAM"), virtual network cards ("ports") and at least one hard drive 
("volume") on the datastore (the central storage systems of pluscloud open) and are 
collectively referred to as a virtual machine (“VM”) or instance. When a project is connected to 
the Internet, a gateway ("router") is used and the data traffic is controlled via "load balancers" 
and "security groups". Addressing from the Internet takes place via the PlusServer's public IP 
addresses ("floating IP"). Flexible and scalable options for provision and use enable customers 
to operate according to their respective requirements. The pluscloud open can be combined 
with other PlusServer services, e.g. in hybrid deployment scenarios or in the context of multi-
cloud scenarios with the connection of other cloud service providers. The resources on which 
the pluscloud open is based are managed via a management platform (e.g. OpenStack). This 
can either be operated by using a web browser on a graphical user interface or directly via API 
calls. This gives the customer administrative access to their virtual data centers, also known 
as projects. The project combines all of the above-mentioned resources into a logical unit. 
Access to the resources in a project is possible via an appropriate network or Internet 
connection. The customer can run several projects in parallel. The customer is responsible for 
the configuration, use and return of resources, unless otherwise agreed.   


Key performance characteristics  


• Administrative access at the project level 


• Use and access to the resources via management platform (e.g. OpenStack)  


• Console access to the instances 


• Operation on the cloud platform administered by PlusServer  


• Self-service provision of expanded resources and virtual machines  


• Full API support  


• Redundant structure of the cloud platform  







• Use of ready-made instance types and software templates   


1.4.1.2 pluscloud v / pGPU & pluscloud private 


With “PlusCloud,” PlusServer provides so - called “infrastructure-as-a-service” services on the 
basis of virtualization technologies (e.g. VMware), which enable the Customer to use 
redundant Public-Cloud infrastructure components, including but not limited to processing 
power, memory, network and security resources (hereinafter “Resources”) in the form of virtual 
servers. Virtual servers consist of the resources processing power (“vCores”), memory 
(“vRAM”), virtual network cards (“vNIC”) and a minimum of one hard drive on the DataStore 
(the central storage system) and are also referred to collectively as virtual machine s (“VM”). 
As an option a VM may additionally extended with a graphics processing unit (“GPU” or 
“pGPU”). Flexible and scalable delivery and usage options let the Customer secure its data 
according to its specific needs. PlusCloud Backup may be combined with other PlusServer 
services - e.g. in hybrid delivery scenarios or as part of multi - cloud environments integrating 
additional cloud service providers. The resources on which PlusCloud is based are managed 
by means of a management platform (e.g. vCloud Director), which may be operated either via 
Web browser on a graphical interface or directly via API requests and provid es the Customer 
with limited administrative access to the resources assigned to it. Backup data may be 
accessed through an appropriate network or Internet connection, which also gives the 
Customer administrative access to the virtual data center (“vDC”). The vDC combines all of 
the aforementioned resources into a logical unit, and the resources in a vDC may be accessed 
with a suitable network or Internet connection. The Customer may operate multiple vDCs 
concurrently. Unless otherwise agreed, the Customer bears sole responsibility for the 
configuration, use and return of the resources. In cases in which a vDC is connected to the 
Internet, a gateway is used.  


For pluscloud private we provide computing power via private computing nodes and create a 
separate, exclusive provider vDC with dedicated ESXi cluster. 


  
Key performance characteristics  


• Administrative access to vDC at organizational level 


• Use and access to resources via management platform (e.g. vCloud Director by 
VMware)  


• Console access to virtual machines  


• Operation on cloud platform managed by PlusServer  


• Self-service provision of expanded resources and virtual machines  


 


1.4.1.3 pluscloud local 


With "pluscloud local", PlusServer provides so-called "Infrastructure-as-a-Service" services 
based on virtualization technologies (e.g. VMware or OpenStack) at a data center location 
operated by the customer or one of his service providers. As part of these services, the partner 
can distribute redundant cloud infrastructure components, in particular processor performance, 
storage and network resources (hereinafter "resources") in the form of virtual servers across 
different clients (hereinafter "end customer") through graphical user interfaces and APIs 
(hereinafter referred to as "Portal"). Virtual servers consist of the resources processor 
performance ("vCores"), main memory ("vRAM"), virtual network cards ("vNIC") and at least 
one hard disk ("vDisk") on the datastore (the central storage system) and are also summarized 
referred to as a virtual machine ("VM"). Flexible and scalable options for provision and use 
enable resellers to sell resources according to their respective end customer requirements. 
The pluscloud local is provided by the PlusServer as a closed system. Access by the reseller 
is only intended in the context of final customer control. The resources on which PlusCloud is 







based are managed via a management platform (e.g. vCloud Director, or OpenStack). This 
can either be operated using a web browser on a graphical user interface or directly via API 
calls. This gives the end customer administrative access to the virtual data center or project 
(hereinafter referred to as “vDC”). The vDC combines all of the above-mentioned resources 
into a logical unit. Access to the resources in a vDC is possible via an appropriate network or 
internet connection. The connection is provided by the PlusServer up to a defined set of IP 
addresses in the reseller's network. The route between final customer and reseller is not part 
of pluscloud local. The assignment of vDC to final customer as well as final customer billing is 
done by the reseller. The configuration, use and return of resources are the responsibility of 
the reseller and regardless of the contractual relationships with final customer. PlusServer 
regards the entire use of the pluscloud local system as acceptance by the reseller and provides 
the usage data separately according to vDC. Gateway services are used to connect a vDC to 
the reseller's designated networks.  


Key performance characteristics  


• Administrative final customer access to the organizational level for the vDC 


• Use and access to the resources via a management platform (e.g. vCloud Director 
from VMware) 


• Console access to the virtual machines 


• Operation on the cloud platform administered by PlusServer 


• Self-service provision of expanded resources and virtual machines 


• Full API support 


• High availability  


• Dynamic resource allocation   


 


1.4.1.4 pluscloud Backup 


With “PlusCloud - Backup,” PlusServer provides back-up services for the PlusCloud IaaS 
platform, which allow the customer to make logically and physically separate backup copies 
for virtual machines stored on the PlusCloud. Th is solution entails the use of the central 
connection provided by PlusServer, software components to control copies and storage space 
for filing. A backup operation is invariably undertaken from the hypervisor’s perspective and is 
thus independent from the status of the guest operating system and any application running 
thereon. The customer itself may adjust the integration with guest operating systems and 
applications. Flexible and scalable delivery and usage options let the customer secure its data 
according to its specific needs. PlusCloud backup may be combined with other PlusServer 
services – e.g. in hybrid delivery scenarios or as part of multi-cloud environments integrating 
additional cloud service providers. The resources on which PlusCloud Backup is based are 
managed by means of suitable management software (e.g. Veeam Enterprise Portal), which 
may be operated either via web browser on a graphical interface or directly via API requests 
and provides the customer with limited administrative access to the resources assigned to it. 
Backup data may be accessed through an appropriate network or Internet connection. Unless 
otherwise agreed, the customer bears sole responsibility for the configuration, use and return 
of the resources.  


Key performance characteristics  


• Self-service access to inclusion of VMs in backup jobs  


• Use and access via central management software (e.g. Veeam Enterprise Portal)  


• Comprehensive API support  


• Backup data logically and physically separated from PlusCloud  







• Automatically scaling backup memory  


• Pay-per-use billing  


• Optional filing in geographically distant location  


 


1.4.1.5 plusstorage 


The plusstorage line of products expands the IT infrastructure operated by PlusServer with a 
modern, highly available and also cost-effective central storage solution. In contrast to classic 
data storage on individual server systems, the customer has a flexible solution at his disposal 
that is scalable and also highly available as network storage for almost all servers and 
components in an individual setup. The storage systems are always connected redundantly 
with multiple broadband lines. The power supply to the devices is also designed with multiple 
redundancy. Data integrity is ensured even in the unlikely event of a power failure due to the 
way our storage systems work.  


Key performance characteristics  


• Several protocol options: NFS, CIFS/SMB, iSCSI or S3  


• Redundant platform at n+1  


• Regional hosting one of our datacenters  


• Support and operation of the platform by PlusServer  


• Seamless integration in many PlusServer solutions  


 


1.4.2 Container 


1.4.2.1 Managed Kubernetes 


The Managed-Kubernetes product uses Kubernetes as an orchestration layer for container 
environments. Kubernetes is a scalable open-source system for automatic provisioning and 
scaling of container applications (Services). PlusServer supports and uses official Kubernetes 
versions as a base tool. The basic topology consists of a control plane and a corresponding 
number of worker nodes. The control plane is dedicated to the customer and deployed on the 
PlusServer infrastructure. The size and number of worker nodes can be defined within a preset 
framework and depend on the customer’s resource requirements. The delivery of Kubernetes 
draws on the resources of PlusServer’s own infrastructure, which facilitates the provision of 
required compute resources (including but not limited to processing power, memory, network 
and security resources). Access is provided via a management platform (Rancher), which 
services and manages the environment either via a graphical interface or via command line 
using the Kubernetes API. PlusServer offers no support and assumes no responsibility for the 
applications contained therein.  


Key performance characteristics  


• Administrative access to clusters via GUI, CLI or API 


• Using clusters on basis of PlusServer Cloud infrastructure  


• Providing control plane and worker nodes  


• Persistent storage  


• Resource-based billing  


 
  







1.4.2.2 Kubernetes on pluscloud open 


Kubernetes on pluscloud open uses Kubernetes as an orchestration layer for container 
environments. Kubernetes is a scalable open source system for the automatic provision and 
scaling of container applications (services). Official Kubernetes distributions are supported as 
a basis and used by PlusServer. The basic topology consists of a redundant management 
system, which provides the corresponding Kubernetes functions. The servers for management 
are provided on the PlusServer infrastructure on a dedicated basis for the customer. The size 
and number of customer-specific Kubernetes environments can be freely defined. Kubernetes 
is provided on the basis of PlusServer's IT infrastructure resources, which serve as the basis 
for the compute resources required by Kubernetes (in particular processor performance, 
storage, network and security resources). Access is via a management system (e.g. Rancher), 
which can be operated for management either via a graphical user interface or via API. The 
administration of the Kubernetes clusters created via this system takes place exclusively via 
API. PlusServer assumes no support or responsibility for the applications, data, workloads or 
the clusters provided by the customer there.  


Key performance characteristics  


• Administrative access to the management system via GUI, CLI or API 


• Use of the clusters based on PlusServer's IT infrastructure resources 


• Provisioning of the management system 


• Persistent storage 


• Usage-based billing   


 


1.4.3 Database 


1.4.3.1 Managed Single Database, Managed Database Replication and Managed 


Database Cluster 


Set-up, operation of the services and support of the selected database type, replication or 
cluster 


• Database / replication / cluster support  


• Disaster recovery scenarios can be realised through regular backup jobs 


• Installation of the operating system and selected database service / replication / cluster 


• An extension of the replication to further secondary nodes or extension of the cluster 


to further nodes is possible. 


• Setup and maintenance of asynchronous replication / selected database cluster 


• 24/7 handling of faults on the database system / replication / cluster nodes 


• 24/7 monitoring of the database system / replication / cluster 


• Optional: replication (active-passive setup) 


• Optional: cluster solution 


• Optional: ProxySQL - high-performance load balancer 


 


  







1.4.3.2 Migrationsservice Oracle / DB2 to PostgreSQL 


Migration of Oracle / DB2 auf Managed PostgreSQL in der pluscloud 


• Support of the database cluster 


• Installation of a PostgreSQL cluster Setup and maintenance of the database cluster 


• 24 / 7 troubleshooting of the nodes 


• 24 / 7 monitoring of the database cluster 


• Full backup weekly, in between creation of daily increments and logs, thus enabling 


acceleration in the creation of standby nodes from backup 


• Optional: Enterprise Support, Management / Monitoring Tools, Oracle Compatibility 


• Optional: Performance Service - analysis of SQL statements, SWAP behaviour, load 


analysis (indexing & statistics) 


 


1.4.4 SAP 


1.4.4.1 SAP Basis on pluscloud 


SAP Basis on pluscloud services offered by PlusServer (“SAP Basis Services”) encompasses 
the following components: 


• providing and operating Customer’s SAP system environment in pluscloud or on basis 
of another IT infrastructure operated or offered by PlusServer 


• basic administration of SAP instances 


• maintaining / servicing SAP system parameters 


• installing and maintaining correction and transport regime 


• managing users in SAP administration (Client 000) 


• preparing, planning and implementing batch processing for SAP technology standards 


(Client 000) 


• managing printer control and spool sub-system with SAP systems 


• cataloging basis 


• adjacent notes (SAP Hotnews) 


• database management and administration 


• monitoring (pursuant to up-to-date internal PlusServer best practice) 


• providing central service desk (with response times according to agreed service level) 


• providing on-call availability (activation via service desk, with response times according 


to agreed service level) 


• dedicated operating team for SAP system environment (with contact identified by 


name) 


• providing dedicated service manager as central contact (optional) 


 







1.4.5 Managed Hosting 


1.4.5.1 Dedicated Server 


For the highest possible flexibility, servers can be individually adapted to the needs of the 
customer, either computationally intensive databases, virtualization or web servers. Customers 
can choose between two variants of the dedicated server range from HPE  


• HPE ProLiant DL20: This server is the ideal machine for small workloads, but it is 
scalable in width, for example through the use of a load balancer, and also has a 
powerful CPU from the Intel® Xeon® series that can also handle complex computing 
requirements. The main area of application is the operation of web server systems. 


• HPE ProLiant DL360: The tasks of this server are very diverse due to a large number 
of possible options. This server is suitable with the selection of the right CPU especially 
for web server, database and virtualization systems. With extremely high main memory 
capacities and the 2.5 “form factor, this server is suitable for cloud environments and 
tasks. All of our HP ProLiantTM servers are equipped with an iLO Advanced 
Management Card with which our customers can manage and control the server 
themselves or through our system administrators via the console, depending on the 
service package booked.   


 


 
HPE ProLiant DL20 G10  HPE ProLiant DL360 G10  


Rack Unit 1 1 


CPUs 1 2 


CPU type Intel Xeon E-Series  Intel Xeon - Skylake-Architektur  


CPU cores 4 12 - 24 


RAM Slots 4 24 


max. RAM 64 GB 768 GB 


HDD - hotplug 4x 2,5" 8x2,5" + 2,5" NVME (opt.) 


Power supplies 1 - single 1+1 - redundant 


NICs (Onboard - net) 2x 1GE 4x 1GE 


PCIe-Slots (net) 2 3 


RAID-Controller  E208i-a, P408i-a  E208i-a, P408i-a  


Remote Management  iLO Advanced  iLO Advanced  


 


  







Key performance characteristics  


• Certified hardware of the HPE ProLiant™ server family  


• Software compatibility with all common operating systems such as Windows Server 
2016 and all common Linux Distributions  


• Server for all applications such as databases or virtualization  


• Selection of various components 


• Remote management card (iLO Advanced) on board 


• Integration of images possible via the Internet (iLO Advanced) 


• 100 Mbit / s connection already included  


• Infrastructure management included, operations and service management can be 
booked  


 


1.4.5.2 Dedicated Firewall 


Dedicated firewall offers customers comprehensive data protection through the use of the 
latest IP packet filter technology, especially in environments with high demands on throughput 
and performance. To protect critical resources, customers need a transparent overview of 
users, applications and devices as well as threats in the network and their activities. Dedicated 
firewall offers security services that cover the spectrum of multi-vector threats and thus offer 
individual protection against unauthorized access to customer servers. The exclusive use of 
dedicated physical resources results in a high level of data throughput and performance. 
Dedicated firewall is operated as a gateway between the public network environment and the 
hosting infrastructure of the customer and controls the incoming and outgoing data traffic 
according to a set of rules individually defined for the customer using filter and analysis 
functions. In this way, unauthorized access and data traffic on the network level can be 
detected and prevented at an early stage. In addition, the functions for setting up Virtual Private 
Networks (VPN) allow encrypted access to the hosting infrastructure for the purpose of remote 
maintenance or the connection of secure connection of resources in the company network.  


Key performance characteristics  


• Operation of a dedicated firewall by PlusServer 


• Optional redundant design for high availability 


• Flexibly expandable at any time in terms of performance 


• Continuous updating and replacement of defective hardware 


• Customer-specific load balancing rules (policy)   


 


1.4.5.3 Business Firewall 


Business Firewall offers customers comprehensive data protection through the use of IP 
packet filter technology. To protect critical resources, customers need a transparent overview 
of users, applications and devices as well as network threats and their activities. Business 
Firewall offers security services that cover the spectrum of multi-vector threats and thus offer 
individual protection against unauthorized access to customer servers. Business firewall is 
operated as a redundant gateway (active / passive) between the public network environment 
and the customer's hosting infrastructure and controls incoming and outgoing data traffic 
according to an individually defined set of rules using modern filter and analysis functions. In 
this way, unauthorized access and data traffic on the network level can be detected and 
prevented at an early stage. In addition, the functions for setting up Virtual Private Networks 







(VPN) allow encrypted access to the hosting infrastructure for the purpose of remote 
maintenance or the connection of secure connection of resources in the customer's company 
network.  


Key performance characteristics  


• Operation of a business firewall by PlusServer 


• Redundant execution of the underlying infrastructure 


• Continuous updating and replacement of defective hardware 


• Customer-specific security rules (policy) 


• Support of the firewall depending on the booked management level (service 
management)   


 


1.4.5.4 Shared Firewall 


Shared firewall offers customers basic data protection through the use of modern filter 
technology in scenarios that place high demands on cost efficiency with low bandwidths. To 
protect critical resources, customers need a transparent overview of users, applications and 
devices, as well as network threats and their activities. Shared firewall offers security services 
that cover the spectrum of multi-vector threats and thus offer individual protection against 
unauthorized access to customer servers. Shared firewall is operated in a virtual instance on 
a redundantly designed gateway (active / passive) between the public network environment 
and your hosting infrastructure and controls the incoming and outgoing data traffic according 
to a set of rules individually defined for the customer using the modern filter and analysis 
functions. In this way, unauthorized access and data traffic on the network level can be 
detected and prevented at an early stage.  


Key performance characteristics  


• Operation of a shared firewall by PlusServer 


• Redundant execution of the underlying infrastructure 


• Continuous updating and replacement of defective hardware  


• Customer-specific security rules (policy)  


• Support of the firewall depending on the booked management level (service 
management)   


 


1.4.5.5 Dedicated Load Balancer 


Dedicated Load Balancer offers customers the secure, reliable and high-performance 
provision of applications, especially in environments with high demands on throughput and 
performance. For business-critical applications and content, customers need an external 
interface that enables intelligent, dynamic and situation-dependent distribution of users and 
connections to resources. The exclusive use of dedicated physical resources results in a high 
level of data throughput and performance. The dedicated load balancer is operated as a single 
or redundant gateway between the public network environment and the customer's hosting 
infrastructure, depending on the version commissioned, and distributes the incoming and 
outgoing data traffic using state-of-the-art load distribution functions in accordance with a set 
of rules that is individually defined for the customer. This means that even complex hosting 
architectures with high demands on performance and dynamics can be connected and 
operated via a central network structure.  
  







Key performance characteristics  


• Operation of a Dedicated Load Balancer by PlusServer 


• Redundant execution of the underlying infrastructure for maximum availability 


• Flexibly expandable at any time in terms of performance 


• Continuous updating and replacement of defective hardware 


• Customer-specific load balancing rules (policy) 


• Guaranteed availability of 99.95% annual mean   


 


1.4.5.6 Business Load Balancer 


Business Load Balancer offers customers the reliable and high-performance provision of 
applications. For business-critical applications and content, customers need an external 
interface that enables intelligent, dynamic and situation-dependent distribution of users and 
connections to (server) resources. Business Load Balancer is operated as a redundantly 
designed gateway (active / passive) between the public network environment and the 
customer's hosting infrastructure and distributes the incoming and outgoing data traffic 
according to a set of rules individually defined for the customer using state-of-the-art load 
distribution functions. This means that complex hosting architectures with high demands on 
performance and dynamics can be connected and operated via a central network structure.  


Key performance characteristics  


• Operation of a Business Load Balancer by PlusServer 


• Redundant execution of the underlying infrastructure for high availability 


• Flexibly expandable at any time in terms of performance 


• Continuous updating and replacement of defective hardware  


• Customer-specific load balancing rules (policy)  


• Guaranteed availability of 99.95% annual mean  


   


1.4.5.7 Shared Load Balancer 


Shared Load Balancer offers the customer basic load distribution functions for the high-
performance provision of the hosting infrastructure at extremely attractive conditions. For the 
best possible provision of business-critical applications and content, customers need an 
external interface that enables intelligent, dynamic and situation-dependent distribution of 
users and connections to your resources. Shared Load Balancer is operated in a virtual 
instance (routing domain) on a redundant gateway (active / passive) between the public 
network environment and the customer's hosting infrastructure and distributes the incoming 
and outgoing data traffic according to a set of rules defined individually for the customer using 
state-of-the-art load distribution functions. Hosting architectures with requirements for load 
distribution and dynamics can thus be connected and operated via a central network 
structure.   


Key performance characteristics  


• Operation of a shared load balancer by PlusServer  


• Redundant execution of the underlying infrastructure for high availability 


• Flexibly expandable at any time in terms of performance 


• Continuous updating and replacement of defective hardware 







• Customer-specific load balancing rules (policy)    


 


1.4.5.8 Dedicated Storage 


The Netapp Dedicated Storage product adds a dedicated, high-performance storage solution 
to the IT infrastructure operated at PlusServer. By outsourcing the storage system, the risk of 
overloading the operated infrastructure with insufficient resources or jeopardizing business-
critical data due to a failure is minimized. The backup and operation of the storage platform 
can be managed in a professional and structured way compared to a classic server solution 
with local hard disks. Leverage space-efficient snapshot copies for near-instant recovery and 
meet local backup requirements. NetApp SnapMirror's asynchronous replication provides 
remote backup and recovery and disaster recovery. However, backup to a separate system is 
not included without a special order.  


By default, we configure all dedicated storage systems as dual-controller arrays, which 
together with a redundant power supply and network connection, as well as RAID-DP, provide 
the necessary redundancy for high availability.  


Key performance characteristics  


• iSCSI or Fibre Channel (FC) for fast access as block storage  


• NFS or SMB for file storage  


• Up to 4 network connections, each 10 Gbit Ethernet or 16 Gbit FC 


• Inline deduplication, inline compression, inline data compaction and thin provisioning  


• High availability base with dual controller and redundant power supply  


• Regional hosting one of our datacenters  


• Support and operation of the platform by PlusServer  


• Seamless integration in many PlusServer solutions  


 


1.4.6 Shared Switching 


Network service for networking your devices with each other, with the PlusCloud and the 
Internet. 


• Operation and provision of the network infrastructure 


• VLAN switching on the central switching infrastructure of PlusServer 


• Uplink to the Internet via the PlusServer backbone to several upstream carriers and 
peering nodes 


• Based on ports on shared switches 


 


1.4.7 IPv4 Addresses 


PlusServer offers to its Customers in connection with leasing and use of IP subnets of the 
fourth version of the internet protocol with at least 24 / 7. The specific services to be rendered 
to the Customer shall be subject to the scope of services contractually agreed between 
PlusServer and the Customer from case to case, including the general terms and conditions 
agreed there. PlusServer shall continuously update the services offered and, in particular, 
adapt them to the state of the art. Accordingly, PlusServer shall update this service and product 
description from time to time. Changes to this service description during the term of an existing 
contract shall enter into effect in accordance with the agreements made with the Customer. 







Only existing IPv4 networks can be used since the global IPv4 address space is exhausted 
and no new provider-independent networks are allocated by any RIR (Regional Internet 
Registry). PlusServer offers specific networks out of these existing networks for temporary use. 
The IPv4 subnets leased on this basis may be used by a customer in its setup or by its internet 
or data center operator subsequently, provided that the latter supports use of its own IP 
addresses and that there are no other obstacles to use.  


 


1.4.8 Management Level 


1.4.8.1 Infrastructure Management 


"You keep the administration rights - we ensure reliable operation of your hardware and fix 
disruptions in your network infrastructure." We guarantee customers agreed response times 
and offer hardware replacement and remote hands around the clock. Furthermore, buyers of 
our products receive dedicated contact persons (project management & sales) who know the 
customers and their environment and can therefore provide optimal support. Since we do not 
have access to the customer's systems at this management level, we can only replace 
defective hardware after notification.   


Key performance characteristics  


• Guaranteed response time: 60 minutes in accordance with the agreed service level 
agreement 


• Hardware replacement & remote hands (after notification): 24 / 7 / 4  


• 24 / 7 support from competent managed hosting specialists from Germany  


• Dedicated project manager for the provision of the hosting platform  


• Dedicated contact person in sales for all commercial matters 


• Fault handling if an error occurs in the hardware or network infrastructure 


• Administration of the operating system and server services by the customer 


• Management services can be commissioned   


 


1.4.8.2 Operations Management 


"We share the administration rights with you, troubleshoot your system and server services 
and proactively notify you about available security updates." This option gives customers the 
opportunity to remain in control of the system and thus react quickly to business changes 
without having to set up their own costly on-call service. In addition, customers benefit from 
our wide-ranging know-how which we have developed over decades in many projects.   


Key performance characteristics  


• Monitoring of the services provided and supported by PlusServer (including proactive 
troubleshooting)  


• Proactive notification of available security updates  


• Full administration rights for PlusServer and the customer  


• To provide the services, root / administrator rights are required on the system  


  
  







1.4.8.3 Service Management 


"You receive the respective service completely as a service and we professionally take care 
of all subordinate levels." This management level completely releases customers from the 
complexity of the respective service, so that only the required function is made available. This 
is how we enable customers to achieve maximum added value with minimum complexity.   


Key performance characteristics  


• Complete 24 / 7 administration by PlusServer in the form of operation, monitoring, 
fault clearance and maintenance  


• Regular proactive installation of updates tested and approved by PlusServer  


• Complete takeover of administration rights by PlusServer  


• Configuration changes can be requested   


 


  







1.5 Responsibility and Implementation 


1.5.1 Roles 


Role Description 


Management 
ICS 


• Accountability for the implementation and maintenance of the IT 
service ICS  


• Control of the ICS monthly reports  


• Control of the ICS owner  


ICS Owner 


• Operational responsibility for the IT service ICS  


• Main contact for all stakeholders  


• Defines the structure of the IT service ICS and the individual controls 
together with those responsible for controls  


• Controls the effectiveness of the IT service ICS using the 
management ICS  


ICS Team • Represent and support the ICS owner  


Control Owner 


• Responsible for the respective control and the achievement of the 
control objective  


• Responsible for the timely and correct reporting of the control  


• Responsible for the correct selection and training of those 
performing controls  


• Responsible for reporting identified potential for improvement within 
the audited processes  


Control 
Operator 


• Operationally responsible for the timely and complete 
implementation and documentation of the control activities  


• Responsible for reporting identified potential for improvement in the 
implementation of controls  


Process Owner 
• Responsible for the implementation of reported process 


improvements  


 


  







1.5.2 Management ICS 


The IT service ICS is checked and supported by the higher-level management ICS. The 
management ICS ensures that the necessary organizational requirements for the management 
of the company and especially the IT service ICS are given.  


 


Risks, control objectives and related controls 


R-
00-
01 


 


 


 


  


Management activities are not or not sufficiently organized, so that the goals of 
the company and the internal control system cannot be achieved.  


00-
MGMT-
01  
 
  


The objective of the controls is to ensure that they offer sufficient 
assurance that an up-to-date IT process framework operationally 
exists with which the IT goals are to be implemented.  


00-MGMT-
01-01 


It is checked whether the IT processes are described in a 
binding manner, updated at least once a year and 
communicated to relevant people.  


00-
MGMT-
02  


The objective of the controls is to ensure that they provide sufficient 
assurance that substitution regulations have been implemented for 
business-critical staff.  


00-MGMT-
02-01 


It is checked whether substitution regulations are implemented 
for business-critical staff and whether the substitution are 
identifiable for colleagues.  


00-
MGMT-
03   


The objective of the controls is to ensure that they provide sufficient 
assurance that guidelines and management principles are defined and 
published in a binding manner for all employees.  


00-MGMT-
03-01 


It is checked whether all guidelines have been checked for 
topicality within the last 12 months and whether they have 
been updated if necessary.  


00-
MGMT-
04  


The objective of the controls is to ensure that they offer sufficient 
assurance that cross-departmental information and communication is 
ensured.  


00-MGMT-
04-01 


It is checked whether the cross-departmental exchange of 
information is ensured through meetings and blog articles.  


  







 
00-
MGMT-
05   


The objective of the controls is to ensure that they provide sufficient 
assurance that the ICS is up-to-date and is continuously monitored.  


00-
MGMT-
05-01 


It is checked whether a central risk and control matrix (RKM) is 
maintained and the controls are provided with a 
comprehensible versioning.  


00-
MGMT-
05-02 


It is checked whether all changes to the RKM are clearly 
documented and approved in accordance with the four eyes 
principle.  


00-
MGMT-
05-03 


It is checked whether an ICS manual with a description of the 
roles, responsibilities, control areas, areas of application and 
the ICS process is published, implemented and kept up to date.  


 


1.5.3 ICS Reporting 


The ICS reporting begins with the individual control activities for which there is a respective 
ticket in the PlusServer ticket system. The control operator reports the result of the control and 
possible improvement potential to the control owner. He checks the results and, after 
consulting the control operators, can also correct or supplement them, or derive and document 
an improvement measure from the improvement potential. In addition, "Due Date", "Status" 
and "Resolution" are used to record whether the control activity was carried out on time and 
whether the control was effective, was aborted or failed. 


A report on all controls for a month is automatically created from the information from the 
respective control activity tickets. The report is checked by the ICS owner and sent to the 
management. The ICS owner and the management team review on a regular basis in order to 
discuss the developments in the controls and, if necessary, to derive any necessary measures. 


The ICS owner consults with the control owners, should this be necessary, e.g. due to 
improvement potential.  


 
1.5.4 Connection to the Integrated Management System (IMS) 


The internal control system (ICS) is part of the integrated management system (IMS). With its 
controls it checks the effectiveness of various requirements from the information security 
management system (ISMS), e.g. ISO 27001, PCI DSS, the data protection management 
system (DPMS), e.g. the technical and organizational measures, and the quality management 
system (QMS). Deviations resulting from the controls are incorporated into the company's IMS. 
As part of the management systems, the deviations are evaluated, and measures are derived 
and implemented.   
  







1.6 Risks, control objectives and controls 


Control area overview 


All products are based on IT infrastructure, IT systems, their administration and 
maintenance as well as their protection against information security and data 
protection risks. The implemented security processes combine several products (e.g. 
access protection of data centers), so that an aggregation makes the internal control 
system more efficient. Therefore, the following control areas were derived:  


 


ID Control Area Description 


01 
Information Security 
& Risk Management 
(ISM) 


The security and quality risks for all assets within the scope have 
to be identified and assessed as well as risk reducing measures 
have to be implemented.  


02 
Personnel Security 
(PERS) 


To provide and operate the products, trustworthy and trained staff 
is required.  


03 
Supplier 
Management (SUP) 


The support of suppliers and sub-providers is needed to provide 
the services.  


04 
Physical & 
Environmental 
Security (PHY) 


The products (also cloud products) are based on physical IT 
systems whose physical protection must be guaranteed. Physical 
access to data center facilities, computer equipment and storage 
media is granted to properly authorized individuals only. The 
necessary infrastructure is maintained on a regular basis.  


05 
System 
Administration & 
Operation (SYS) 


The IT systems used to provide the products must be administered 
and operations must be ensured. Administrative and operational 
procedures are established and monitored appropriately and any 
deviations are identified and resolved. 


06 


Asset & 
Configuration 
Management 
(ACM) 


The service is provided via various assets with the correct 
configuration. The assets have to be managed and protected to 
ensure the quality and security of the services.  


07 
Access 
Management (ACC) 


Logical and physical access to the respective assets is necessary 
for the administration of the IT systems and infrastructure. Policy 
based logical access to applications, networks and data is granted 
to appropriately authorized individuals only. 


08 
Incident & Problem 
Management (INC) 


In the operation of IT systems and infrastructure disruptions, 
problems and security incidents are unfortunately inevitable. Quick 
and effective handling of incidents and problems to track and 
recover service availability is crucial. 


09 
Change 
Management (CHA) 


Changes to IT systems and infrastructure are daily business 
depending on further development of technology, its maintenance 
and change requests from customers. PlusServer ensures that 
modifications to existing systems are authorized, tested, approved 
and properly implemented and documented. 







10 
Service Level 
Management (SLM) 


As a reliable business partner, compliance with the contractually 
agreed service level agreements is adhered to.  


11 
Business Continuity 
Management 
(BCM) 


The operation of the systems must be guaranteed in emergencies 
or, if necessary, restored as quickly as possible. The impact on 
business operations is reduced by securing critical business 
processes with Business Continuity Management.  


12 
Data Protection 
(DP) 


We implemented our data protection management system (DPMS) 
and the controls of this control area. 


 


1.6.1 Information Security Management and Risk Management (ISM) 


Information security and data privacy protection is very important for PlusServer. A local 
Information Security Officer (ISO) is assigned for PlusServer. He is responsible for the 
operational administration of the Information Security Management System (ISMS). He reports 
all security-relevant incidents, projects and changes to the top management. PlusServer has 
established a role description in which the specific tasks of the ISO are described in more 
detail.  


The ISMS is applicable to all data center, network and cloud services described in this report. 
The scope includes all relevant business processes (core, management and supporting 
processes) as well as the organizational and technical measures at defined locations. 


With the introduction of an ISMS, PlusServer has established the basis for risk 
prevention. Based on procedures and methods risk analyzes are carried out at the process 
and company asset value level. The results of these analyzes are used to define the protection 
requirements for company assets. Subsequently, company values with high or very high 
protection requirements are analyzed for risks that could jeopardize the availability, integrity, 
confidentiality and authenticity of these assets. On this basis, existing protective measures are 
evaluated and potential new protective measures are discussed and implemented.  


PlusServer has defined and implemented a risk management system based on business 
requirements. The risk management system is described in a risk management policy including 
responsibilities, reports and authorization levels as well as forms and templates for risk 
detection, assessment, reduction and prevention. Risk management of PlusServer has defined 
global procedures and measures to avoid risk incidents and critical decisions that could 
jeopardize the business continuity, business partners or relationships by accident or fraud. 


The risk management is reviewed by an external auditor on a regular basis. Corrective and 
improving activities are managed and reviewed by the different risk managers and the top 
management (COO and CFO). 
  







 


Risks, control objectives and related controls 


R-
01-
01 


 


 


 


  


A lack of security organization means that security risks are not recognized, 
monitored and dealt with suitable measures.  


01-
ISM-
01  
 
  


The objective of the controls is to ensure that they provide sufficient 
assurance for PlusServer to develop, implement, update and 
continuously improve a documented information security 
management system (ISMS).  


01-
ISM-
01-01 


It is checked whether the information security management 
system (ISMS) of PlusServer is set up and managed according to 
international standards.  


01-
ISM-
01-02 


It is checked whether PlusServer's ISMS including the installation 
and management of complete customer systems in data centers 
operated by PlusServer is certified according to the ISO / IEC 
27001: 2013 standard.  


01-
ISM-
02  


The objective of the controls is to ensure that they provide sufficient 
assurance that regulations for risk management are in place and that 
the company risks are checked and monitored by management.  


01-
ISM-
02-01 


It is checked whether the IMS risk management process 
(including responsibilities and specifications and work processes 
for the identification, assessment and reporting of risks) is defined 
and up to date.  


01-
ISM-
02-02 


It is checked whether the IMS Risk Management Process is lived 
and the quarterly meetings on risk acceptance by the 
management take place.  


01-
ISM-
03  


The objective of the controls is to ensure that they provide sufficient 
assurance that security standards are defined, kept up-to-date and 
communicated.  


01-
ISM-
03-01 


It is checked whether security standards are defined in the current 
security guidelines and if they are published and changes are 
communicated to all relevant employees.  


 


1.6.2 Personnel Security (PERS) 


Common recruiting processes are defined for PlusServer. The human resource department 
(HR) of PlusServer is responsible for employment contracts and formal requirements. The 
legal compliance of employment contracts are reviewed by the legal department. All necessary 
hard and soft skills are defined by the management in collaboration with the HR according to 
recruiting guidelines of PlusServer. 


New employees are required to sign declarations of non-disclosure and data protection 
agreements as part of each employment contract. Common corporate training is provided by 
PlusServer for all new employees in according to defined trainings plans. This training includes 
all necessary instructions and information about basic services and functions as well as IT-
security. Each section of the corporate training is documented as part of the employment 







contract. The role assignment is part of the quality management documentation. Therefore it 
is accessible to all employees of PlusServer. Responsibilities and special functions such as 
Information Security Officer or Data Protection Officer are assigned and communicated to 
employees. 


Each step in HR workflow is documented as a task that have to be confirmed by responsible 
employee and its supervisor. Role assignments, access rights, trainings and assets are 
reviewed on a regular basis and through automated checks. 


 


Risks, control objectives and related controls 


R-
02-
01 


  


The responsibilities and functions do not correspond to the internal security 
guidelines or legal requirements. 


02-
PERS-
01  
  


The aim of the control is that it offers sufficient assurance that the staff 
is aware of their role and that there is an appropriate separation of 
functions and tasks within the company.  


02-
PERS-
01-01 


It is checked whether the organizational structure of the company 
is kept up to date and whether the organizational chart reflects this.  


02-
PERS-
01-02 


It is checked whether the guideline "Role and task descriptions" 
reflects the current roles and their tasks as well as the necessary 
separation of roles and this is adjusted if necessary.  


R-
02-
02 


 


  


A lack of or inadequate personnel security management creates the risk of 
human error, theft, fraud or misuse of facilities  


02-
PERS-
02  


The aim of the control is that it provides reasonable assurance that only 
qualified personnel are employed by PlusServer.  


02-
PERS-
02-01  


It is checked whether applicants fulfill all the necessary hard and 
soft skills that have been defined by their superiors and that the 
assessment is documented.  


02-
PERS-
02-02 


It is checked whether the recruiting process is still up to date, 
whether necessary adjustments are made and whether it includes 
a needs assessment by the managers, a requirements profile for 
the vacancy and a security check for potential candidates. 


02-
PERS-
02-03 


Checks are made to ensure that new staff have signed the 
additional data protection agreements as part of each employment 
contract. 


02-
PERS-
03  


The aim is that the control provides reasonable assurance that staff are 
trained in information security awareness and understand the 
confidentiality of client data.  


02-
PERS-
03-01 


It is checked whether the training concept for new and existing 
employees is defined and includes regular measures to ensure 
awareness of information security in the company. 







02-
PERS-
03-02 


Checks are made to ensure that awareness measures have been 
completed by all new, internal or external staff during the year.  


02-
PERS-
03-03 


It is checked whether an information security officer has been 
appointed in the company and whether his tasks, rights and duties 
are documented in a job description or appointment document. 


02-
PERS-
03-04 


It is checked whether annual awareness measures have been 
carried out for all existing employees (minus long-term absentees 
and employees who have left the company). 


 


1.6.3 Supplier Management (SUP) 


PlusServer has a procurement team that is responsible for purchases and contracts with the 
company's service providers. The basis is a purchasing policy that regulates, among other 
things, the supplier strategy, responsabilities and procedures for purchasing, new suppliers 
and supplier auditing. In addition, there is a purchasing process as an instruction for the 
operational implementation. Service providers are regularly checked for their performance. 
The supplier management team works closely with the specialist departments that call up the 
contractually agreed services.  


 


Risks, control objectives and related controls 


R-
03-
01 


  


The services contractually agreed with the customers cannot be met because 
service providers do not fulfil their contractual services or do not fulfil them to 
the necessary extent. 


03-
SUP-
01  
  


The objective of the controls is to provide reasonable assurance that all 
relevant services are contracted and performed in accordance with the 
applicable agreements.   


03-
SUP-
01-01 


It is checked whether necessary service level agreements with 
external service providers have been concluded and saved for all 
relevant services which are not provided by PlusServer itself.  


03-
SUP-
01-02 


It is checked whether the reporting for all relevant services which 
are not provided by PlusServer itself is carried out according to 
defined service level agreements. 


03-
SUP-
01-03 


It is checked whether the service provision of Stadtwerke 
Norderstedt regarding the data center capacities in HAM5 is carried 
out in accordance with the contractual agreements. 


  







1.6.4 Physical and Environmental Security (PHY) 


PlusServer uses several security parameters to protect facility areas, which are defined in the 
process instructions regarding infrastructure and building security. Access to data centers and 
office premises of PlusServer is restricted to authorized employees (based on documented 
approvals or job function). Access is granted by identity cards, which have different access 
levels. The definition of access levels of the identity cards is stored in the access control 
system, quality management information system and HR. The control of access level is 
secured via access control system. There is a multi-zone-concept with four different security 
levels. The lowest level controls the access to the building, the highest zone controls the 
access to the server room and network room areas with additional security check using 
personal identification. 


It is generally not permitted to grant third parties access to the premises and facilities of the 
data centers. Security is therefore instructed to refuse access to all persons who have no direct 
contract for the completion of tasks in the premises and facilities of the data centers. The 
access may be granted to the building after authorization in written form, which has to be 
signed from authorized personnel (e.g. team leader). Clients, visitors, vendors and service 
personnel are required to present an official identification document (e.g. identity card, 
passport, driving license) and signed in a visitors’ log at the security service before entering 
the site and have to be picked up by the visited person at the entrance area of the data center. 


Entrance to the data centers and offices are equipped with burglar alarms and monitored by 
Closed Circuit Television (CCTV) systems (Building and Fence Monitoring). Video activity is 
transmitted to a monitor and is saved on video storage systems according to law restrictions. 


Based on the PlusServer process instruction regarding personnel management the 
employees’ physical access privileges are removed through the PlusServer administration 
team in case of termination or transfer within one day from the last day of work/ the day of 
transfer. Granting physical access rights as well as the termination of accounts covered with 
the HR workflow must be confirmed by a responsible person. 


Physical access to the data center is reviewed quarterly. The review includes all individuals 
that have access privileges (e.g. contractors and employees as well as terminated or 
transferred employees). The review is checking if the employee are still within the company 
and if the organizational assignment is correct. Physical access privileges are linked to the 
organizational department. 


Equipment is protected from power failures and other electrical anomalies (e.g. highly available 
electricity supply, overvoltage and lightning protection, uninterruptible power supplies (UPS), 
emergency diesel generators). Equipment is maintained in accordance with manufacturers’ 
instructions and documented. The data centers are equipped with fire and smoke detection 
systems. Gaseous extinguishing systems (Sinorix 1230 with Novec 1230 Fire Protection Fluid) 
are placed in server and network rooms. This equipment is maintained by external 
professionals regularly in accordance with manufacturers’ instructions. Telecommunications 
cabling carrying data or supporting information services are protected from interception or 
damage by redundant design and construction (i.e. provision of routers and switches and 
provision of communications equipment). Emergency instructions and contact information are 
disclosed to employees and security guards. All key equipment (such as server and network 
components) is covered by maintenance contracts. According to the importance of the 
equipment, individual reaction times are agreed with service providers and manufacturers. 
Equipment is monitored 24/7/365 (fire, smoke, burglary) over monitoring tools by security 
guards. In case of alerts, all messages are forwarded to the responsible personnel (i. e. 
infrastructure administration, fire department, technical key user). 


 


 







Risks, control objectives and related controls 


R-
04-
01 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


  


Sensitive equipment and data are not adequately protected against unauthorised 
access, theft or damage. Unauthorised access to the server room and critical 
system components is possible.  


04-
PHY-
01  
  


The aim of the controls is to provide reasonable assurance that physical 
access to PlusServer GmbH facilities is only permitted to authorised 
persons.   


04-PHY-
01-01.cgn3 


It is checked whether the various physical security measures at 
the CGN3 site are implemented and effective as described in the 
Physical Security Policy.  


04-PHY-
01-01.dus6 


It is checked whether the various physical security measures at 
the DUS6 site are implemented and effective as described in the 
Physical Security Policy.  


04-PHY-
01-
01.ham6 


It is checked whether the various physical security measures at 
the HAM6 site are implemented and effective as described in the 
Physical Security Policy.  


04-
PHY-
02  


The aim of the control is to provide sufficient security that physical 
access to the data centre (data centre space and technical operating 
rooms) is only granted to authorised persons.  


04-PHY-
02-01.cgn3 


It is checked whether access to the data centre CGN3 is restricted 
to authorised employees (based on the authorisation concept) by 
means of 2-factor or multi-factor authentication.  


04-PHY-
02-01.dus6 


It is checked whether access to the data centre DUS6 is restricted 
to authorised employees (based on the authorisation concept) by 
means of 2-factor or multi-factor authentication.  


04-PHY-
02-
01.ham6 


It is checked whether access to the data centre HAM6 is restricted 
to authorised employees (based on the authorisation concept) by 
means of 2-factor or multi-factor authentication.  


04-PHY-
02-02.cgn3 


Controls are in place to ensure that access to the CGN3 data 
centre by external parties (customers, visitors, service providers) 
is only granted after authorisation by the external party and 
documentation in the visitor's book, thus denying access to all 
persons who do not have a direct contract to perform tasks in the 
data centre premises and facilities. 


04-PHY-
02-02.dus6 


Controls are in place to ensure that access to the DUS6 data 
centre by external parties (customers, visitors, service providers) 
is only granted after authorisation by the external party and 
documentation in the visitor's book, thus denying access to all 
persons who do not have a direct contract to perform tasks in the 
data centre premises and facilities. 







04-PHY-
02-
02.ham6 


Controls are in place to ensure that access to the HAM6 data 
centre by external parties (customers, visitors, service providers) 
is only granted after authorisation by the external party and 
documentation in the visitor's book, thus denying access to all 
persons who do not have a direct contract to perform tasks in the 
data centre premises and facilities. 


04-PHY-
02-03.cgn3 


Checks are made to ensure that the entrance to the CGN3 data 
centre is monitored by means of a CCTV (Closed Circuit 
Television) system and that the video activity is displayed and 
stored on the surveillance monitors in the necessary quality.  


04-PHY-
02-03.dus6 


Checks are made to ensure that the entrance to the DUS6 data 
centre is monitored by means of a CCTV (Closed Circuit 
Television) system and that the video activity is displayed and 
stored on the surveillance monitors in the necessary quality.  


04-PHY-
02-
03.ham6 


Checks are made to ensure that the entrance to the HAM6 data 
centre is monitored by means of a CCTV (Closed Circuit 
Television) system and that the video activity is displayed and 
stored on the surveillance monitors in the necessary quality.  


04-PHY-
02-04 


It is checked whether the physical access rights of the employees 
(employee ID card, transponder, key) that are no longer required 
have been removed by the PlusServer administration team in the 
event of termination or transfer within 3 days of the last working 
day / day of transfer.  


04-
PHY-
03  


  


The objective of the controls is to provide reasonable assurance that 
physical access to the office premises (computer equipment, storage 
media and documentation) is only granted to authorised persons.   


04-PHY-
03-
01.cgnhzr 


Controls are in place to ensure that access to office space at 
Hohenzollernring 72 is restricted to authorised staff or extern 
based on documented management or contract function 
approval.  


04-PHY-
03-
01.drsam 


Controls are in place to ensure that access to office space at 
Verler Str. 6 in Gütersloh is restricted to authorised staff or extern 
based on documented management or contract function 
approval.  


R-
04-
02 


 


  


There is a risk of system failure or malfunction due to inadequate safeguards 
against environmental degradation.  


04-
PHY-
04  
 
 
 
 
 
 


The objective of the controls is to provide reasonable assurance that 
technical equipment is adequately protected to reduce the risks from 
environmental threats and/or other hazards.   


04-PHY-
04-01.cgn3 


It is checked whether the emergency power system (UPS, 
batteries, generator) of the data centre CGN3 are regularly 
maintained and thus ready for operation in order to protect the 
technical equipment from power failures and other electrical 
anomalies.  







 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  


04-PHY-
04-
01.dus6.1 


It is checked whether the the emergency power system (UPS, 
batteries, generator)of the data centre DUS6.1 are regularly 
maintained and thus ready for operation in order to protect the 
technical equipment from power failures and other electrical 
anomalies.  


04-PHY-
04-
01.dus6.2 


It is checked whether the the emergency power system (UPS, 
batteries, generator) of the data centre DUS6.2 are regularly 
maintained and thus ready for operation in order to protect the 
technical equipment from power failures and other electrical 
anomalies.  


04-PHY-
04-
01.ham6 


It is checked whether the the emergency power system (UPS, 
batteries, generator) of the data centre HAM6 are regularly 
maintained and thus ready for operation in order to protect the 
technical equipment from power failures and other electrical 
anomalies.  


04-PHY-
04-02.cgn3 


 It is checked whether the emergency power units of the data 
centre CGN3 are operational under load.  


04-PHY-
04-02.dus6 


 It is checked whether the emergency power units of the data 
centre DUS6 are operational under load.  


04-PHY-
04-
02.ham6 


 It is checked whether the emergency power units of the data 
centre HAM6 are operational under load.  


04-PHY-
04-03.cgn3 


It is checked whether the mains backup and UPS systems as well 
as the associated UPS batteries of the data centre CGN3 
compensate for the failure of the external power connection.  


04-PHY-
04-03.dus6 


It is checked whether the mains backup and UPS systems as well 
as the associated UPS batteries of the data centre DUS6 
compensate for the failure of the external power connection.  


04-PHY-
04-
03.ham6 


It is checked whether the mains backup and UPS systems as well 
as the associated UPS batteries of the data centre HAM6 
compensate for the failure of the external power connection.  


04-PHY-
04-04.cgn3 


Checks are made to ensure that the fire and smoke detection and 
gas extinguishing systems of the CGN3 data centre are 
maintained in accordance with the manufacturer's instructions. 


04-PHY-
04-
04.dus6.1 


Checks are made to ensure that the fire and smoke detection and 
gas extinguishing systems of the DUS6.1 data centre are 
maintained in accordance with the manufacturer's instructions. 


04-PHY-
04-
04.dus6.2 


Checks are made to ensure that the fire and smoke detection and 
gas extinguishing systems of the DUS6.2 data centre are 
maintained in accordance with the manufacturer's instructions. 







04-PHY-
04-
04.ham6 


Checks are made to ensure that the fire and smoke detection and 
gas extinguishing systems of the HAM6 data centre are 
maintained in accordance with the manufacturer's instructions. 


04-PHY-
04-05.core 


It is checked whether all important devices of the core network 
(e.g. core routers, core switches) are covered by maintenance 
contracts.  


04-PHY-
04-05.dc 


It is checked whether all important assets of the data centre 
infrastructure (e.g. emergency power units, UPS, air conditioning 
units) are covered by maintenance contracts.  


04-PHY-
04-05.store 


It is checked whether all important devices of the storage 
infrastructure are covered by maintenance contracts.  


04-PHY-
04-05.net 


It is checked whether all relevant network security components 
are covered by maintenance contracts.  


04-PHY-
04-06.cgn3 


Checks are made to ensure that the monitoring system for 
monitoring the infrastructure of the CGN3 data centre is 
functioning and being monitored, and that all relevant information 
is forwarded to the responsible personnel in the event of an 
alarm.  


04-PHY-
04-06.dus6 


Checks are made to ensure that the monitoring system for 
monitoring the infrastructure of the DUS6 data centre is 
functioning and being monitored, and that all relevant information 
is forwarded to the responsible personnel in the event of an 
alarm.  


04-PHY-
04-
06.ham6 


Checks are made to ensure that the monitoring system for 
monitoring the infrastructure of the HAM6 data centre is 
functioning and being monitored, and that all relevant information 
is forwarded to the responsible personnel in the event of an 
alarm.  


04-PHY-
04-07.cgn3 


It is checked whether the maintenance of the refrigeration 
systems in the data centre CGN3 has been carried out as 
recommended by the manufacturer and thus the IT systems are 
supplied with an intake temperature that prevents damage to the 
hardware.  


04-PHY-
04-07.dus6 


It is checked whether the maintenance of the refrigeration 
systems in the data centre DUS6 has been carried out as 
recommended by the manufacturer and thus the IT systems are 
supplied with an intake temperature that prevents damage to the 
hardware.  


04-PHY-
04-
07.ham6 


It is checked whether the maintenance of the refrigeration 
systems in the data centre HAM6 has been carried out as 
recommended by the manufacturer and thus the IT systems are 
supplied with an intake temperature that prevents damage to the 
hardware.  







04-PHY-
04-08 


It is checked whether relevant telecommunication connections 
are set up and operated redundantly.  


 


1.6.5 System Administration and Operation (SYS) 


PlusServer implemented automated processes to install a server depending on the operating 
system. For installing databases and SAP systems, PlusServer uses Installation Guides 
provided by SAP. Due to the implemented dual-data-center concept, critical applications and 
their data are mirrored in real-time via redundant computer equipment and disk arrays located 
within the data centers. Formal virus control policies are defined and implemented. Server-
based policies for monitoring and updating anti-virus protection software are defined and 
implemented. Anti-virus and malicious software protection measures are installed on 
gateways, servers, and workstations. Activities are monitored and reviewed on a regular basis. 
Another email scan provides a custom sandbox environment to defend against complex zero-
day malware and unknown threats such as ransomware, keeping them off the network and 
endpoints. It provides additional protection against evasive threats such as ransomware and 
zero-day malware hiding in executable files, PDFs and MS Office documents. 


Backup processes are automated and scheduled through back-up/recovery software. Backup 
media are stored within the same data center. The backup process is monitored through an 
adequate software. In the case of a non-successfull backup, appropriate measures are taken 
in a timely manner. The backup media are also mirrored onto backup storage in the remote 
data center. As defined within the SLA, some of the systems are configured as Cluster, or dual-
data center-VM in order to ensure a maximum availability. Critical configuration files of shared 
components are stored in the central database and so they are protected from unauthorized 
access. A backup solution on tape libraries is planned to ensure media disruption. 


PlusServer is using state-of-the-art monitoring tools for monitoring all internal and customer 
systems. Alerts resulting from system monitoring are send to a central alert inbox. The First 
Level Support monitors the status of all systems and continuously checks the incoming alerts. 
Issues are resolved or the respective incident ticket is forwarded to the Second Level Team in 
charge with a priority. In case of faults or problems with a system, status messages will be sent 
to the customer on a regular basis to inform about the processing of the ticket. 


Logging of system, database, and network events is also part of the monitoring process. That 
way, for instance, suspicious activities can be defined to cause alerts. 


 


Risks, control objectives and related controls 


R-
05-
01 


  


Inadequate backup and recovery procedures and contingency planning can lead 
to data loss in the event of damage to or destruction of IT assets, resulting in a 
significant impact on business operations.  


05-
SYS-
01  


The objective of the controls is to provide reasonable assurance that the 
availability and integrity of programmes and electronic data are 
maintained or secured.  


05-
SYS-
01-01 


It is checked whether the inspection of the data carriers is part of the 
monitoring of IT systems and whether there is a reaction to error 
messages (e.g. with a data carrier exchange).  


05-
SYS-
01-02 


It is checked whether the backup platform for the PlusCloud VM 
Backup product is working and, in case of deviations, incident issues 
are created and processed.  







05-
SYS-
01-03 


Checks are made to ensure that the backup platform for the Managed 
Backup product works with Veeam and that incident issues are 
created and dealt with in the event of deviations.  


05-
SYS-
01-04 


It checks whether the backup jobs for the Managed Backup product 
with Veeam have run through successfully and deviations are 
handled.  


05-
SYS-
01-05 


It is checked whether the backup platform for the Netbackup product 
is functioning and, in the event of deviations, incident issues are 
created and processed.  


05-
SYS-
01-06 


It is checked whether the backup jobs for the Netbackup product 
have run through successfully and deviations are handled.  


05-
SYS-
01-07 


Checks are made to ensure that the backup platform for internal 
systems is working and that incident issues are created and dealt 
with in the event of deviations. 


R-
05-
02 


  


Administrative and operational procedures are not monitored. Deviations cannot 
be responded to appropriately.  


05-
SYS-
02  


The objective of the control is that it provides reasonable assurance that 
processing is adequately monitored and that any deviations are detected 
and corrected in a timely manner.   


05-
SYS-
02-01 


It is checked whether the standard threshold values of the monitoring 
are (still) appropriate for monitoring the system, application, database 
and network.  


05-
SYS-
02-02 


It is checked whether the IT systems are monitored, whether they 
issue warnings/errors and whether these messages are processed 
within the response times specified in the SLA and in accordance 
with the incident process.  


05-
SYS-
03   


The objective of the control is to provide reasonable assurance that 
firewall configuration files are backed up outside the IT system.   


05-
SYS-
03-01 


It is checked whether the firewall configuration files of FW 
infrastructure systems and firewalls with the service level "Service 
Management" are backed up daily.  


05-
SYS-
03-02 


It is checked whether the load balancer configuration files of shared 
LB infrastructure systems and of load balancers with the service level 
"Service Management" are backed up daily.  


05-
SYS-
04  


The objective of the controls is to provide reasonable assurance that 
systems are protected from viruses, malicious and other harmful 
attacks.   







05-
SYS-
04-01 


Checks are made to ensure that formal anti-virus policies and 
procedures are defined, up to date and electronically available to 
staff.  


05-
SYS-
04-02 


It is checked whether workstation computers (clients) and relevant 
internal server systems are protected by anti-virus software.  


 


1.6.6 Asset & Configuration Management (ACM) 


Configuration management is an integral part of PlusServer’s IT-Service organization. 
Information about hardware, software, licenses, responsibilities, permissions as well as 
operator instructions and contact information will be stored and regularly updated in this asset 
register. Dedicated access permissions within the CMDB will be provided to the actual 
responsible system administrators. Server installation protocols will provide information about 
the actual progress of integration of new server systems. The CMDB will be connected with 
the following IT Service Management processes: 


• Incident & Service Request Management and Problem Management 


• Change Management 


• Release Management 


• Financial Management 


• Service Level Management 


• IT Service Continuity Management and Availability Management 


• Capacity Management 


 


The register covers the following areas including key configuration items: 


• Hardware Asset Register 


• Software Asset Register 


• Licenses 


• Other Configuration Data 


Each configuration item will be allocated a title, type, description, owner and classification, also 
additional customer-specific information can be added. 


 


Risks, control objectives and related controls 


R-
06-
01 


Assets are not adequately documented and managed.   


06-
ACM-
01  
  


The controls provide reasonable assurance that key assets (e.g. 
contract items, configurations, configuration parameters...) are 
documented to ensure service delivery to the client.   


06-
ACM-
01-01 


It is checked whether the quality check was properly carried out 
within the scope of the provision and thus the service provision in 
accordance with the contract is guaranteed.  


 







1.6.7 Access Management (ACC) 


There is an automated process in place to manage the access of each PlusServer user and to 
provision this accordingly on the customer systems. It is defined via the organizational 
assignment to which systems whom has access. The organizational assignment controls to 
which customer systems (i.e. OS/DB/SAP) an employee has access. To ensure that no 
unauthorized access to systems is possible, organizational assignment of each PlusServer 
employee is approved by management and a review of the organizational assignments is 
carried out. Access to programs and data is secured by application level security. Users must 
have a valid user ID and password to logon. Minimum requirements for passwords, PIN codes 
and tokens are defined in password policies and enforced by organizational agreements and 
specific hardware and software configuration. 


Access to non-nominative accounts in the responsibility of PlusServer (e.g. technical accounts, 
generic accounts) is either locked or passwords are changed upon installation.  


 


Risks, control objectives and related controls 


R-
07-
01 


  


Unauthorised access to systems and applications. 


07-
ACC-
01  
 
 


  


The objective of the control is that it provides reasonable assurance that 
logical access to operating systems, network files, databases and 
application systems is granted only to authorised persons, in 
accordance with formal security policies and procedures.   


07-
ACC-
01-01 


It is checked whether the customer networks are separated from 
each other and from the PlusServer company network.  


07-
ACC-
01-02 


A check is made to ensure that each PlusServer employee is 
assigned to only one nominative account in the identity management 
tool and that this assignment is current.  


07-
ACC-
01-03 


It is checked whether the automated SSH key package for the 
PlusServer administrators only includes the SSH keys of authorised 
administrators.  


07-
ACC-
01-04 


It is checked whether the organisational assignment in the IDM 
controls to which customer systems and network layer an employee 
has access to ensure that no unauthorised access to IT systems is 
possible.  


07-
ACC-
01-05 


It is checked whether access to non-nominal accounts under the 
responsibility of PlusServer (service accounts) is either barred or 
secured by means of passwords in accordance with the password 
policy.  


07-
ACC-
01-06 


It is checked whether the client accounts at operating system level 
were only created at the client's request.  


07-
ACC-
01-07 


Checks are made to ensure that password settings under the 
responsibility of PlusServer are managed in accordance with 
PlusServer's security policies and procedures.  







07-
ACC-
01-08 


It is checked whether the need-to-know principle is adhered to in the 
rights process regarding the granting and adjustment of rights.  


R-
07-
02  


Unauthorised access to customer accounts in systems, applications and 
databases.  


07-
ACC-
02  


The objective of the controls is that they provide reasonable assurance 
that access to the client's administrative level (users with high 
privileges) is restricted to authorised system administrators only and 
that activities are adequately monitored.   


07-
ACC-
02-01 


It is checked whether accesses to customer systems with Microsoft 
Windows operating system are made exclusively via the application 
intended for this purpose.  


07-
ACC-
03  


The objective of the controls is that they provide reasonable assurance 
that access by PlusServer employees to customer applications or data 
is removed immediately when there is no business need for such 
access.   


 
07-
ACC-
03-01 


It is controlled whether access accounts of terminated PlusServer 
employees or service providers are deactivated within a maximum 
of three working days after the last working day / end of contract.  


 
07-
ACC-
03-02 


It is checked whether rights adjustment tickets from resignations, 
changes in the company or adjustments from rights controls are 
processed within 7 days.  


R-
07-
03 


Unauthorised access to configuration data on security infrastructure systems. 


07-
ACC-
04  


The objective of the control is to provide reasonable assurance that 
access for configurations is restricted to the relevant administrators.   


07-
ACC-
04-01 


It is controlled whether only authorised users can implement and 
adjust the firewall configuration.  


07-
ACC-
04-02 


It is controlled whether only authorised users can implement and 
adjust the load balancer configuration.  


07-
ACC-
04-03 


It is checked whether only authorised users can access the core 
network infrastructure (routers, switches, management firewalls, 
network management components) and whether they have the 
correct authorisations.  


 


1.6.8 Incident Management and Problem Management (INC) 


The objective of Incident Management is to restore the agreed service as defined and to 
respond to service requests as soon as possible, with the smallest possible impact on the 
business activities of customers and employees. Hotline and helpdesk department of 
PlusServer are the coordinators and focal points of information concerning all service support 







processes provided to customers and employees (single point of contact). Customers and 
employees can use email and phone as well as a web interface of the ticket tool to report 
incidents and send service requests to the service desk. They can inform themselves about 
details and progress of incident and service request processing just in time. They are alerted 
in advance if their service level does not reach the continuity or availability as defined in the 
appropriate agreement. Incident and service requests are stored within a ticketing system. The 
information is accessible for the responsible support levels and services regarding problem, 
change and configuration management. Furthermore, the evaluation of stored tickets provides 
analyzing and improvement possibilities. All incidents and service requests are recorded in the 
central ticket tool. For SAP a different tool, called OTRS, is used for documenting SAP related 
incidents, problems and requests. Procedures are defined for recording, categorization, 
prioritization, business impact, classification, updating, escalation, resolution and formal 
closure of incidents and service requests based on the four-eye principle. Major incidents are 
classified and managed according to an emergency process. 


The objective of problem management is to resolve the underlying cause of incidents and 
consequently prevent incidents from recurring. Problem management includes reactive and 
proactive activities. Reactive problem management aims to identify the root cause of past 
incidents and present proposals for improvement or rectification. Solutions and results are 
recorded in the central ticket tool, so all administrators have access to this information. 
Proactive problem management aims to prevent incidents from recurring by identifying 
weakness in the infrastructure and making proposals to eliminate them. There are two ways 
to initiate this process. On one side, administrators are kept informed about patches and 
workarounds and other functional or security related issues by manufacturers and suppliers. 
On the other side they keep themselves informed by investigating if the selected technology 
meets the requirements on security, availability and continuity. 


As part of the patch management process, responsible employees are nominated for networks, 
operating systems, databases and applications to research, approve, publish and provide 
patches and workarounds for the related servers and applications to other administrators. The 
information about available updates comes from one of the following sources: software 
provider, CERT (Computer Emergency Response Team) or SAP Support. Generally only 
provider approved updates could be employed. All coming updates evaluated internally by 
PlusServer approval teams, which make decisions about approval and publication.  


Patch Management Process is also supported with special tools such as WSUS, SMT, NIM 
and Update Manager for allocation approved updates. In order to provide secure systems, 
function the urgent updates have to be installed as soon as possible. All other updates will be 
installed in a timely manner in agreement with customer. In the case that updates are customer 
system relevant, the information will be provided, and further action will be planed.  
  







 


Risks, control objectives and related controls 


R-
08-
01  


Due to a lack of incident management procedures, there is a risk that incidents 
are not recognised, followed up and remedied in a timely manner. This can 
jeopardise the timely, correct and complete processing of data and the 
availability of the relevant systems.  


08-
INC-
01  
  


The objective of the controls is to provide reasonable assurance that 
processing is adequately monitored and that malfunctions / incidents are 
identified and corrected based on defined incident management 
procedures.   


08-
INC-
01-01 


It is checked whether the processing is carried out in accordance with 
the incident process and whether the incident classification, 
documentation and customer communication are sufficiently carried 
out and recorded. 


08-
INC-
01-02 


It controls whether incidents are resolved through a supporting 
workflow based on defined SLAs, priorities and the company's 
process documentation.  


08-
INC-
01-03 


It is controlled whether the customer reports (SLA, Technical, Ticket) 
are regularly reviewed in order to identify and remedy any deviations 
from the contracts in a timely manner.  


08-
INC-
02-01 


It is checked whether the staffing of the central entry point for all fault 
reports from customers is given 24/7 for the next three months.  


R-
08-
02  


An inadequate incident management process creates the risk that incidents are 
not reported to customers. As a result, customers would not be able to react or 
initiate their own measures in time.   


08-
INC-
03  


The objective of the controls is that they provide reasonable assurance 
that customer contact details, and therefore communication channels, 
are kept up to date in the event of a fault.   


08-
INC-
03-01 


It is checked whether the customers are requested at least once a 
year to check the contact details of their contact persons with regard 
to availability by e-mail and telephone and to adjust them if 
necessary.  


R-
08-
03 


Causes of recurring failures are not promptly identified, tracked and resolved. 
The timely, correct and complete processing of data as well as the availability of 
the relevant systems is jeopardised. Preventive action to avoid disruptions is not 
possible.  


08-
INC-


The objective of the control is to ensure that a problem management 
procedure is established, documented and kept up to date.   







04  
08-
INC-
04-01 


It is checked whether the problem management process is 
documented and checked at least annually or in case of major 
changes in the process environment to ensure that it is up-to-date and 
complete.  


08-
INC-
04-02 


Checks are made to ensure that proactive problem management 
(patch management) is implemented and that patches are 
implemented via the change request workflow.  


08-
INC-
04-03 


It is checked whether security incidents and possible risks are 
reported, prioritised, appropriate measures taken and dealt with 
according to the process description.  


08-
INC-
04-04 


It is checked whether identified vulnerabilities are assessed with 
regard to the company context and, if necessary, changes (work-
arounds, patches) are initiated to close security gaps.  


08-
INC-
04-05 


It is checked whether proactive problem management (patch 
management) is implemented and the IT systems have been included 
in patch management during technical provisioning.  


 


1.6.9 Change Management (CHA) 


PlusServer has an established change management process, which defines activities and 
responsibilities for change handling. The objective of the change management procedure is to 
ensure, that all changes are assessed, approved, implemented and reviewed in a controlled 
manner. PlusServer has defined standard characteristics for changes, such as category, 
responsibility, priority and impact. System specific details are adjusted in organizational 
agreements and reflected in service support tools. Change requests are recorded, approved, 
implemented and checked according to the four eye principle. All changes are reviewed for 
success. The change management process includes the manner in which the changes are 
rolled back or adapted if the result of a change is not satisfying. In cases of changes with high 
impact on business continuity of customers or the company itself, a decision authority 
consisting of managing directors, affected teams and highly trained professionals are required. 
This so called change advisory board (CAB) has its own method of requesting, assessing, 
approving, implementing and checking those changes. 


The change management process includes the authorization and implementation of 
emergency changes. Emergency changes can be implemented just-in-time and even without 
formal approvals to reduce or prevent substantial hazards to servers, system landscapes or 
infrastructure. Emergency changes are post-processed and reviewed with all affected parties. 
  







Risks, control objectives and related controls 


R-
09-
01  


Changes to applications, systems and databases are untraceable and result in 
loss of data integrity and availability.  


09-
CHA-
01  
  


The objective of the controls is to provide reasonable assurance that 
formal change controls exist for system, application and database 
changes.   


09-
CHA-
01-01 


Checks are made to ensure that change management procedures are 
defined, up to date and electronically available to staff.  


09-
CHA-
02  


The objective of the controls is that they provide reasonable assurance 
that changes to applications, databases, networks and system software 
are authorised, documented, tested, approved and implemented.   


09-
CHA-
02-01 


It is checked whether changes have been processed according to the 
change procedure and whether the operational controls within the 
procedure have been taken into account and carried out. This 
includes: necessary approvals, internal and external communication, 
tests/final checks as well as changes to necessary operational 
documentation resulting from the change.  


09-
CHA-
02-02 


It is checked whether service requests contain changes to 
applications, databases, networks or system software (changes) and 
thus whether all changes are processed via the change processes.  


09-
CHA-
03   


The objective of the controls is to provide reasonable assurance that, for 
product releases, compliance with information security and data 
protection requirements, the timeliness of technical documentation and 
handover to operations teams are checked prior to productive use.   


09-
CHA-
03-01 


It is checked whether release checks have been carried out and 
whether they are complete, effective and sufficiently documented.  


09-
CHA-
04  


The objective of the controls is that they provide reasonable assurance 
that changes in emergency management are modified, authorised, 
documented, tested and approved in a timely manner.   


09-
CHA-
04-01 


It is checked whether emergency changes have been processed in 
accordance with the change procedure and whether the operational 
controls within the procedure have been taken into account and 
implemented. This includes: necessary approvals, internal and 
external communication, tests/final checks as well as changes to 
necessary operational documentation resulting from the change. 


 


 


 


 







1.6.10 Service Level Management (SLM) 


Service Level Management at PlusServer includes ensuring the valid Service Level 
Agreements (SLA) and informing the customer about non-compliance with the SLAs. The 
agreed characteristics were defined for each service level with measurement parameters and 
threshold values and recorded in common documents. In the event of non-compliance with 
service levels, a brief explanation is provided to the customer, including the measures 
introduced (service improvement plan). Customer queries or complaints are registered 
centrally and a solution is found. According to the SLA, customers must request the SLA credits 
in writing. This request leads to a process in the ticket system, which is already checked by 
the Contract & Billing team management during processing. It is checked whether the amount 
was calculated correctly and whether the SLA claim is justified. 


 


Risks, Control Objective and related controls 


R-
10-
01 


Service level agreements with customers cannot be met because this is not 
adequately documented and measured.  


10-
SLM-
01  


The objective of the controls is that they provide reasonable assurance 
that all relevant contracted services are being met.   


10-
SLM-
01-01 


It is checked whether service level agreements agreed with the 
customer are documented and measured.  


R10-
02 


The inadequate definition of service levels means that the services provided 
may not meet the expectations and requirements of the customer. The quality 
of services is not measurable due to the lack of operational parameters.  


10-
SLM-
02  


The objective of the control is that it provides reasonable assurance that 
customers who complain about non-fulfilment of SLAs receive the 
compensation they were contractually promised.   


10-
SLM-
02-01 


It is checked whether the processing of SLA credit note requests from 
customers is fulfilled as agreed in the SLA.  


10-
SLM-
02-02 


It is checked whether the services are reported monthly in a uniform, 
coordinated form by the service level manager with regard to the 
fulfilment of the agreed characteristics. The agreed characteristics 
were defined for each service level with measurement parameters 
and threshold values and recorded in common documents. In the 
event of non-compliance with service levels, a brief explanation is 
provided, including the measures introduced (service improvement 
plan). Customer queries or complaints are registered centrally and a 
solution is found.  


 


 


 


 


 







1.6.11 Business Continuity Management (BCM) 


The general management has a sense of responsibility to maintain critical business processes 
performed for their clients and to minimize the impact of accidents. Therefore, PlusServer has 
established a business continuity management for the infrastructure systems for which it is 
responsible (data centers, internal IT, cloud infrastructure, network). In addition to an 
emergency preparedness concept derived from a business impact analysis and the associated 
emergency manuals including emergency plans for relevant scenarios, business continuity 
management also includes a crisis management concept. The crisis management concept 
covers crises and disasters for which no emergency concepts can be drawn up in advance. In 
these cases, a report is sent to a central reporting office, which convenes a crisis team and the 
necessary procedure is clarified with those responsible and communicated to all those 
affected.  


The introduction and maintenance of emergency management are coordinated by the 
Emergency Officer. The managing directors and the Information Security Management are 
responsible for strategic and operational activities. The Emergency Officer is responsible for 
all emergency management issues within the scope. He supports the management with their 
tasks relating to emergency management. The emergency board meets as agreed by the 
managing directors, acts in accordance with the specified procedures and makes decisions 
within the specified scope of action in order to restore business processes as quickly as 
possible. In addition to the annual process analyses and risk analyses PlusServer performs 
further risk analyses in the area of force majeure (e.g.: fire, terrorism, vandalism, epidemics, 
etc.). 


PlusServer performs emergency exercises on a yearly basise. These exercises include: 


• Communication exercises (review of reporting chains) 


• Discussion of plans (theoretical exercise on the basis of a scenario) 


• Effectiveness check of the defined emergency management processes, target/actual 


conclusion 


 


Risks, control objectives and related controls 


R-
11-
01 


In the absence of concrete and detailed planning and control of activities in 
response to emergencies and crisis events, as well as activities to restore 
operations after damaging events, there is a risk that business processes, data 
and systems cannot be restored in a reasonable time.  


11-
BMC-
01  
  


The objective of the controls is that they provide reasonable assurance 
that a business continuity process is developed and maintained 
throughout the organisation that meets the requirements necessary for 
the business continuity of the organisation and addresses information 
security in emergency management.   


11-
BMC-
01-01 


Checks are made to ensure that a business continuity process has 
been developed and is kept up to date throughout the organisation 
that meets the information security requirements necessary for the 
business continuity of the organisation.  


11-
BMC-


The objective of the controls is to provide reasonable assurance that 
events that may cause business process interruptions are identified.   







02  
11-
BMC-
02-01 


It is checked whether a Business Impact Analysis (BIA) exists and is 
kept up to date.  


11-
BMC-
03   


The objective of the controls is that they provide reasonable assurance 
that BCM manuals are developed and implemented to maintain or restore 
operations and ensure the availability of information at the required level 
and within the required timeframes following disruption or failure of 
critical business processes.   


11-
BMC-
03-01 


Controls are in place to ensure that BCM manuals are developed, 
implemented and updated to maintain or restore operations and to 
ensure the availability of information at the required level and within 
the required timeframes following disruption or failure of critical 
business processes.  


11-
BMC-
04  


The objective of the controls is that they provide reasonable assurance 
that business continuity plans and processes are tested, updated and 
communicated to ensure effectiveness.   


11-
BMC-
04-01 


Checks are made to ensure that business continuity plans are 
tested.  


11-
BMC-
04-02 


It is checked whether the business continuity documents have been 
communicated / trained to all relevant employees.  


  







1.6.12 Data Protection (DP) 


PlusServer focuses on compliance with local statutory and regulatory requirements as well as 
applicable EU law. This also includes the protection of personal data. Based on the European 
General Data Protection Regulation (EU-GDPR), PlusServer processes personal data with the 
required care and expertise to protect the rights and freedoms of any natural person. 
Therefore, PlusServer has taken appropriate technical and organizational measures which are 
assessed, selected and implemented according to a risk-based approach. These measures 
are an inherent part of the Information Security Management of PlusServer and will be 
maintained via annual process and risk analysis. 


In accordance with Art. 32 EU-GDPR, the standards ISO/IEC 27001:2013 and ISO/IEC 
20001:2011, PlusServer has implemented appropriate technical and organizational measures 
against accidental or unlawful destruction, loss, alteration, unauthorized disclosure of, or 
access to personal data transmitted, stored or otherwise processed by PlusServer, responsible 
and accountable as controller and also processor (see Art. 24, 26 and 28 EU-GDPR). 


PlusServer has assigned a Data Protection Officer who is designated and obligated by 
PlusServer according to Art. 37ff. EU-GDPR and §38 German Data Protection Act (BDSG), 
and a global acting Corporate Data Protection Coordinator who is responsible for GDPR 
compliance. 


In accordance with Art. 39 EU-GDPR the Data Protection Officer of PlusServer 


• informs and advice controllers and processors and the employees who carry out 
processing of their obligations pursuant to the EU-GDPR and other national and 
international data protection regulations and standards; 


• monitors compliance with the EU-GDPR and other national and international data 
protection regulations and standards and with the policies of the controller or processor 
in relation to the protection of personal data, including the assignment of 
responsibilities, awareness-raising and training of staff involved in processing 
operations, and the related audits; 


• provides advice where requested as regards the data protection impact assessment 
and monitors its performance pursuant to Art. 35 EU-GDPR; 


• cooperates with national and international supervisory authorities; 


• acts as the contact point for the supervisory authority on issues relating to processing, 
including the prior consultation referred to in Article 36 EU-GDPR, and consults, where 
appropriate, with regard to any other matter in cooperation with controllers and 
processors in charge and the members of the organization as listed above. 


 


 


  







Risks, control objectives and related controls 


R-
12-
01 


The requirements according to the GDPR and the service framework agreement 
are not fulfilled.   


12-
DP-
01  
  


The objective of the controls is that they provide reasonable assurance 
that PlusServer has appointed a Data Protection Officer.   


12-
DP-
01-01 


It is checked whether PlusServer has appointed a data protection officer 
and whether his contact details are displayed externally and internally 
in an up-to-date manner.  


12-
DP-
02  


The objective of the controls is to provide reasonable assurance that 
management is regularly informed of data protection events, incidents 
and actions.   


12-
DP-
02-01 


It is checked whether the management receives a report from the data 
protection officer at least once a year, which informs about his work and 
the status of data protection (e.g. incidents, audit results, implemented 
measures) in the company.  


12-
DP-
02-02 


It is checked whether management receives a regular report from the 
data protection coordinator on activities and incidents in the data 
protection area.  


12-
DP-
03   


The objective of the controls is that they provide reasonable assurance 
that a list of processing activities is maintained for personal data and that 
technical organisational measures are defined.   


12-
DP-
03-01 


It is checked whether the Directory of Processors (VVT) according to 
Art. 30 (2) of the GDPR is available and up to date.  


12-
DP-
03-02 


It is checked whether defined technical and organisational measures 
guarantee the processing of personal data in accordance with the 
GDPR.  


12-
DP-
04  


Controls provide reasonable assurance that staff are aware of policies on 
the use of the internet, email, telephone and home office working policies.   


12-
DP-
04-01 


Personal data may be affected in different technical ways and locations. 
Staff must be aware of the internet, email, telephone use and home 
office policies  


 


 


 







1.7 Control considerations for PlusServer customers 


PlusServer controls were designed with the assumption that certain controls would be 
implemented by customer organizations. The responsibility to implement effective controls for 
the procedures and subjects listed below, lies within the responsibility of customer 
organizations and complement the controls of PlusServer. 


The list of user organization control considerations presented below does not represent a 
comprehensive set of all the controls that should be employed by customer organizations. 
Other controls may be required. 


• The user administration of the Active Directory for customer organizations domains 
are performed directly by the customer organization. An administrative user has to 
be assigned to PlusServer by the customer.  


• PlusServer merely supervises system and back-up jobs. The customer organization 
is in charge of all other back-up configurations, especially the selection of data and 
directories or virtual instances that are to be backed up. 


• The customer organization is responsible for performing application related change 
testing and provides PlusServer with the authorization to migrate the change into 
production environment in case of positive test results. Testing related to 
infrastructural changes lies within the responsibility of PlusServer. 


• PlusServer performs all changes requested by authorized persons. A list of 
authorized persons has to be defined and provided by the customer. 


• Controls of the service providers commissioned by the customer (e.g. for software 
development or for the provision of data center space for "pluscloud local") should 
be established. 


 







 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


 


 


  







 


 


 
 


nbs partners audit 


GmbH Wirtschaftsprüfungsgesellschaft 


 


1 Presentation of the audit procedures performed, including the control 


objectives and audited controls 


1.1    Test of the control environment and resulting results 


The control environment represents the overall impact of various factors, which both 
justify and reinforce the adequacy of the controls established by PlusServer GmbH 
(hereinafter also referred to as "PlusServer"). In planning the nature, timing and extent 
of PlusServer's controls, we have considered the following aspects of the control 
environment - organisational structure, policies and procedures for risk analysis and 
management oversight. The exact scope is listed in Appendix 2 "Description of the 
service-related internal control system by the general management of the service 
company". 


1.2    Control objectives and controls 


Our examination was restricted to controls related to the following control areas 


• Information Security Management and Risk Management ISMS & RMS 


• Organizational Security  


• Configuration Management  


• Personnel Security  


• Physical and Environmental Security  


• System Administration and Operation  


• Access Controls incl. SAP  


• Incident Management and Problem Management 


• Change Management 


• Business Continuity Management 


• Protection of Personal Data 


• Service Level Management (SLM) 


 


  







 


 


 
 


nbs partners audit 


GmbH Wirtschaftsprüfungsgesellschaft 


 


1.3    Audit procedures and results 


We conducted our engagement in accordance with the IDW auditing standard: The 
audit of service-related internal control systems (IDW AS 951 n.v. (03.2021)). We plan 
and perform our audit to obtain reasonable assurance whether, in all material respects, 
the description is fairly presented, and the controls are suitably designed to achieve 
the related control objectives. 


An assurance engagement to report on the description and design of controls at a 
service organization involves performing procedures to obtain evidence about the 
disclosures in the service organization’s description of its system, and the design of 
controls. The procedures selected depend on the service auditor’s judgment, including 
the assessment of the risks that the description is not fairly presented, and that controls 
are not suitably designed. Our procedures also include evaluating the overall 
presentation of the description, the suitability of the objectives stated therein, and the 
suitability of the criteria specified by the service organization. 


We have not performed any procedures to obtain assurance on the effectiveness of 
the controls described and, accordingly, we do not express an opinion on them. 


We believe that the evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide 
a basis for our opinion. 
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2.0  Overview on tested controls, control objectives, testing and results  


2.1.1 Management Controls 


Control Objective 


00-MGMT-01 - The objective of the controls is to ensure that they offer sufficient assurance that an up-to-date IT process framework operationally exists with which the IT goals are to be 


implemented. 


Control ID Control Specified by PlusServer Test of Design (ToD) performed  Results of Tests 


00-MGMT-


01-01 


It is checked whether the IT processes are described in a binding manner, 


updated at least once a year and communicated to relevant people. 


Review of the completed control data sheet and 


the control description as well as the link to the 


relevant Risk. Review of evidence of controls. 


Review of the relevant documents and records. 


No exceptions noted. 


Based on the test of design described above the control is adequately designed to achieve this control objective. 


 


Control Objective 


00-MGMT-02 - The objective of the controls is to ensure that they provide sufficient assurance that substitution regulations have been implemented for business-critical staff. 


Control ID Control Specified by PlusServer Test of Design (ToD) performed  Results of Tests 


00-MGMT-


02-01 


It is checked whether substitution regulations are implemented for business-


critical staff and whether the substitutions are identifiable for colleagues. 


Review of the completed control data sheet and 


the control description as well as the link to the 


relevant Risk. Review of evidence of controls. 


Review of the relevant documents and records. 


No exceptions noted. 


Based on the test of design described above the control is adequately designed to achieve this control objective. 
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Control Objective 


00-MGMT-03 - The objective of the controls is to ensure that they provide sufficient assurance that guidelines and management principles are defined and published in a binding manner 


for all employees. 


Control ID Control Specified by PlusServer Test of Design (ToD) performed  Results of Tests 


00-MGMT-


03-01 


It is checked whether all guidelines have been checked for topicality within the 


last 12 months and updated if necessary. 


Review of the completed control data sheet and 


the control description as well as the link to the 


relevant Risk. Review of evidence of controls. 


Review of the relevant documents and records. 


No exceptions noted. 


Based on the test of design described above the control is adequately designed to achieve this control objective. 


 


Control Objective 


00-MGMT-04 - The objective of the controls is to ensure that they offer sufficient assurance that cross-departmental information and communication is ensured. 


Control ID Control Specified by PlusServer Test of Design (ToD) performed  Results of Tests 


00-MGMT-


04-01 


It is checked whether the cross-divisional exchange of information is ensured 


through meetings and blog articles. 


Review of the completed control data sheet and 


the control description as well as the link to the 


relevant Risk. Review of the relevant documents 


and evidence.  Examination of the core team 


meetings (management) Monthly Performance 


Review (MPR) and Monthly Operations 


Performance Review (MOPR). 


No exceptions noted. 


Based on the test of design described above the control is adequately designed to achieve this control objective. 
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Control Objective 


00-MGMT-05 - The objective of the controls is to ensure that they provide sufficient assurance that the ICS is up-to-date and is continuously monitored. 


Control ID Control Specified by PlusServer Test of Design (ToD) performed  Results of Tests 


00-MGMT-


05-01 


It is checked whether a central risk and control matrix (RKM) is maintained and 


the controls are provided with a comprehensible versioning. 


Review of the completed control data sheet and 


the control description as well as the link to the 


relevant Risk. Review of evidence of controls. 


Review of the relevant documents and records. 


Audit if the process of versioning is documented in 


the internal control sytem handbook. 


No exceptions noted. 


00-MGMT-


05-02 


It is checked whether all changes to the RKM are clearly documented and 


approved in accordance with the four eyes principle. 


 


Review of the completed control data sheet and 


the control description as well as the link to the 


relevant risk. Review of evidence of controls. 


Review of the relevant documents and evidence. 


Examination of the workflow and compliance with 


the four eyes principle. 


No exceptions noted. 


00-MGMT-


05-03 


It is checked whether an ICS policy with a description of the roles, 


responsibilities, control areas, areas of application and the ICS process is 


published, implemented and kept up to date. 


 


Review of the completed control data sheet and 


the control description as well as the link to the 


relevant.  Risk. Review of evidence of controls. 


Review of the relevant documents and records. 


No exceptions noted. 


Based on the test of design described above the control is adequately designed to achieve this control objective. 
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2.1.2 Information Security Management and Risk Management 


Control Objective 


01-ISM-01 - The objective of the controls is to ensure that they provide sufficient assurance for PlusServer to develop, implement, update and continuously improve a documented 


information security management system (ISMS). 


Control ID Control Specified by iAP Test of Design (ToD) performed  Results of Tests 


01-ISM-01-01 It is checked whether the information security management system (ISMS) of 


the PlusServer is set up and managed according to an international standard. 


Review of the completed control data sheet and 


the control description as well as the link to the 


relevant Risk. Review of the evidence of control. 


Explanation and demonstration of the provided 


process description or documentation (including 


control activities) by the control owner. 


No exceptions noted. 


01-ISM-01-02 It is checked whether PlusServer's ISMS, including the installation and 


management of complete customer systems in data centers operated by 


PlusServer, is certified according to the ISO / IEC 27001: 2013 standard. 


Review of the completed control data sheet and 


the control description as well as the link to the 


relevant Risk. Review of the evidence of control: 


Authenticity of the certification, Review the 


Information on the coversheet of the 3rd 


recertification (scope, Date, locations). Checked 


the list of measures. Explanation and 


demonstration of the provided process description 


or documentation (including control activities) by 


the control owner. 


No exceptions noted.  


 


Based on the test of design described above the control is adequately designed to achieve this control objective. 
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Control Objective 


01-ISM-02 - The objective of the controls is to ensure that they provides sufficient assurance that regulations for risk management are in place and that the company risks are checked 


and monitored by management. 


Control ID Control Specified by PlusServer Test of Design (ToD) performed  Results of Tests 


01-ISM-02-01 It is checked whether the IMS risk management process (including 


responsibilities and specifications and work processes for the identification, 


assessment and reporting of risks) is defined and up-to-date. 


Review of the completed control data sheet and 


the control description as well as the link to the 


relevant Risk. Review of the evidence of control 


(IMS Risk Management Process and the minutes 


of the risk acceptance meeting). Explanation and 


demonstration of the provided process description 


or documentation (including control activities) by 


the control owner. 


No exceptions noted. 


01-ISM-02-02 It is checked whether the IMS Risk Management Process is lived and the 


quarterly meetings on risk acceptance by the management take place. 


Review of the completed control data sheet and 


the control description as well as the link to the 


relevant Risk. Review of the evidence of control 


(minutes of the risk acceptance meeting). 


Explanation and demonstration of the provided 


process description or documentation (including 


control activities) by the control owner. 


No exceptions noted. 


Based on the test of design described above the control is adequately designed to achieve this control objective. 
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Control Objective 


01-ISM-03 - The objective of the controls is to ensure that they provide sufficient assurance that security standards are defined, kept up-to-date and communicated 


Control ID Control Specified by PlusServer Test of Design (ToD) performed  Results of Tests 


01-ISM-03-01 It is checked whether security standards are defined in current security 


guidelines and communicated to all relevant employees when they are 


published or changed. 


Review of the completed control data sheet and 


the control description as well as the link to the 


relevant Risk. Review of the evidence of control 


(the internet site for policy changes & List of the 


security policies). Explanation and demonstration 


of the provided process description or 


documentation (including control activities) by the 


control owner. 


No exceptions noted. 


 


Based on the test of design described above the control is adequately designed to achieve this control objective. 
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2.1.3 Personnel Security 


Control Objective 


02-PERS-01 - The aim of the control is that it offers sufficient assurance that the staff is aware of their role and that there is an appropriate separation of functions and tasks within the 


company. 


Control ID Control Specified by PlusServer Test of Design (ToD) performed  Results of Tests 


02-PERS-01-


01 


Duties are defined in organizational charts which are kept up-to-date and reflect 


the current organizational structure. 


Review of the control data sheet and the control 


description as well as the link to the relevant risk. 


Review of control records and documentation. 


No exceptions noted. 


02-PERS-01-


02 


Responsibilities are segregated by appropriate functions. Review of the control data sheet and the control 


description as well as the link to the relevant risk. 


Review of control records and documentation. 


No exceptions noted. 


Based on the test of design described above the control is adequately designed to achieve this control objective. 


 


Control Objective 


02-PERS-02 - The aim of the control is that it provides reasonable assurance that only qualified personnel are employed by PlusServer. 


Control ID Control Specified by PlusServer Test of Design (ToD) performed  Results of Tests 


02-PERS-02-


01 


It is checked whether applicants fulfill all the necessary hard and soft skills that 


have been defined by their superiors and that the assessment is documented. 


Review of the completed control data sheet and 


the control description as well as the link to the 


relevant.  Risk. Review of evidence of controls. 


Explanation and demonstration of the provided 


process description or documentation (including 


control activities) by the control owner.  Review 


and examination of the provided Excel sheet. 


No exceptions noted. 
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Control Objective 


02-PERS-02 - The aim of the control is that it provides reasonable assurance that only qualified personnel are employed by PlusServer. 


Control ID Control Specified by PlusServer Test of Design (ToD) performed  Results of Tests 


02-PERS-02-


02 


It is checked whether the recruiting process is still up to date and changes are 


made if necessary. 


 


Review of the completed control data sheet and 


the control description as well as the link to the 


relevant.  Risk. Review of evidence of controls. 


Explanation and demonstration of the provided 


process description or documentation (including 


control activities) by the control owner.  Review 


and examination of the provided Excel sheet. 


No exceptions noted. 


02-PERS-02-


03 


New personnel are required to sign data protection agreements as part of each 


employment contract. 


Review of the completed control data sheet and 


the control description and the link to the relevant. 


Risk. Review of evidence of controls.  Explanation 


and demonstration of the provided process 


description or documentation (including control 


activities) by the control owner. Review and 


examination of evidence provided. 


No exceptions noted. 


Based on the test of design described above the control is adequately designed to achieve this control objective. 
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Control Objective 


02-PERS-03 - The aim is that the control provides reasonable assurance that staff are trained in information security awareness and understand the confidentiality of client data. 


Control ID Control Specified by PlusServer Test of Design (ToD) performed  Results of Tests 


02-PERS-03-


01 


It is checked whether the training concept for new and existing employees is 


defined and includes regular measures to ensure awareness of information 


security in the company. 


Review of the completed control data sheet and 


control description as well as the link to the 


relevant risk. Review the evidence of the control. 


Check whether the training concept includes 


regular information about security awareness 


measures. 


No exceptions noted. 


02-PERS-03-


02 


IT security training for new employees according to their business functions are 


in place. Training plans for new employees are defined. 


Review of the completed control data sheet and 


the control description as well as the link to the 


relevant Risk. Review of evidence of controls. 


Check in TalentLMS and DocuSign whether new 


internal and external employees have confirmed 


the guidelines. Check whether existing employees 


have confirmed Guidelines and processes which 


are in place. Audit of new internal employees who 


have taken part in the "Data protection and 


information security" trainings. Review of 


documentation. 


No exceptions noted. 


02-PERS-03-


03 


Security roles and responsibilities are laid down in the organization’s latest 
security policy and documented in job descriptions. 


Review of the completed control data sheet and 


the control description as well as the link to the 


relevant Risk. Review of the control evidence. 


No exceptions noted. 


02-PERS-03-


04 


It is checked whether annual awareness measures have been carried out for 


all existing employees (minus long-term absenteeism and employees who have 


left). 


Review of the completed control data sheet and 


the control description as well as the link to the 


relevant Risk. Review of the control evidence. 


No exceptions noted. 


Based on the test of design described above the control is adequately designed to achieve this control objective. 
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2.1.4 Supplier Management 


Control Objective 


03-SUP-01 - The objective of the controls is to provide reasonable assurance that all relevant services are contracted and performed in accordance with the applicable agreements. 


Control ID Control Specified by PlusServer Test of Design (ToD) performed  Results of Tests 


03-SUP-01-


01 


It is checked whether necessary service level agreements with external service 


providers have been concluded and saved for all relevant services which are 


not provided by PlusServer itself. 


Review of the control data sheet and the control 


description as well as the link to the relevant risk. 


Check whether the Confluence table corresponds 


to the checklist. 


No exceptions noted. 


03-SUP-01-


02 


It is checked whether the reporting for all relevant services which are not 


provided by PlusServer itself is carried out according to defined service level 


agreements. 


Review of the control data sheet and the control 


description as well as the link to the relevant risk. 


No exceptions noted. 


03-SUP-01-


03 


It is checked whether the service provision of Stadtwerke Norderstedt regarding 


the data centre capacities in HAM5 is carried out in accordance with the 


contractual agreements. 


Review of the control data sheet and the control 


description as well as the link to the relevant risk. 


Review of the evidence of control. 


No exceptions noted. 


Based on the test of design described above the control is adequately designed to achieve this control objective. 
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2.1.5 Physical and Environmental Security 


Control Objective 


04-PHY-01 - The aim of the controls is to provide reasonable assurance that physical access to PlusServer GmbH facilities is only permitted to authorised persons. 


Control ID Control Specified by PlusServer Test of Design (ToD) performed  Results of Tests 


04-PHY-01-


01.cgn3 


Checks are made to ensure that the various physical security measures at the 


CGN3 site are implemented and effective as described in the Physical Security 


Policy. 


Review of the completed control data sheet and 


the control description as well as the link to the 


relevant Risk. Explanation and demonstration of 


the provided process including control activities by 


the control owner. In addition, on-site inspection of 


the premises and safety installations of the data 


center. 


No exceptions noted. 


 


04-PHY-01-


01.dus6 


Checks are made to ensure that the various physical security measures at the 


DUS6 site are implemented and effective as described in the Physical Security 


Policy. 


Review of the completed control data sheet and 


the control description as well as the link to the 


relevant Risk. Explanation and demonstration of 


the provided process including control activities by 


the control owner. In addition, on-site inspection of 


the premises and safety installations of the data 


center. 


No exceptions noted. 
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Control Objective 


04-PHY-01 - The aim of the controls is to provide reasonable assurance that physical access to PlusServer GmbH facilities is only permitted to authorised persons. 


Control ID Control Specified by PlusServer Test of Design (ToD) performed  Results of Tests 


    


04-PHY-01-


01.ham6 


Checks are made to ensure that the various physical security measures at the 


HAM6 site are implemented and effective as described in the Physical Security 


Policy. 


Review of the completed control data sheet and 


the control description as well as the link to the 


relevant Risk. Explanation and demonstration of 


the provided process including control activities by 


the control owner. In addition, online-inspection of 


the premises and safety installations of the data 


center. 


No exceptions noted. 


 


Based on the test of design described above the control is adequately designed to achieve this control objective. 
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Control Objective 


04-PHY-02 - The aim of the control is to provide sufficient security that physical access to the data centre (data centre space and technical operating rooms) is only granted to authorised 


persons. 


Control ID Control Specified by PlusServer Test of Design (ToD) performed  Results of Tests 


04-PHY-02-


01.cgn3 


It is checked whether access to the data center CGN3 is restricted to authorized 


employees (based on the authorization concept) by means of 2-factor or multi-


factor authentication. 


Review of the completed control data sheet and 


the control description as well as the link to the 


relevant Risk. Explanation of the provided process 


including control activities by the control owner. 


Demonstration of the full process flow. 


In addition, on-site inspection of the premises and 


safety installations of the data center. 


No Exceptions noted. 


04-PHY-02-


01.dus6 


It is checked whether access to the data centre DUS6 is restricted to authorised 


employees (based on the authorisation concept) by means of 2-factor or multi-


factor authentication. 


Review of the completed control data sheet and 


the control description as well as the link to the 


relevant Risk. Review of the provided process 


including control activities by the control owner. In 


addition, on-site inspection of the premises and 


safety installations of the data center. 


No exceptions noted. 


04-PHY-02-


01.ham6 


It is checked whether access to the data centre HAM6 is restricted to authorised 


employees (based on the authorisation concept) by means of 2-factor or multi-


factor authentication. 


Review of the completed control data sheet and 


the control description as well as the link to the 


relevant Risk. Review of the provided process 


including control activities by the control owner. In 


addition, online-inspection of the premises and 


safety installations of the data center. 


No exceptions noted. 
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Control Objective 


04-PHY-02 - The aim of the control is to provide sufficient security that physical access to the data centre (data centre space and technical operating rooms) is only granted to authorised 


persons. 


Control ID Control Specified by PlusServer Test of Design (ToD) performed  Results of Tests 


04-PHY-02-


02.cgn3 


Controls are in place to ensure that access to the CGN3 data centre by external 


parties (customers, visitors, service providers) is only granted after 


authorization of the external party and documentation in the visitor book, thus 


denying access to all persons who do not have a direct contract to perform 


tasks in the data centre premises and facilities. 


Review of the completed control data sheet and 


the control description as well as the link to the 


relevant Risk. walkthrough the provided process 


including control activities by the control owner. 


Demonstration of the relevant applications and 


logs. In addition, on-site inspection of the premises 


and safety installations of the data center. 


No exceptions noted. 


 


04-PHY-02-


02.dus6 


Controls are in place to ensure that access to the DUS6 data centre by external 


parties (customers, visitors, service providers) is only granted after 


authorization of the external party and documentation in the visitor book, thus 


denying access to all persons who do not have a direct contract to perform 


tasks in the data centre premises and facilities. 


Review of the completed control data sheet and 


the control description as well as the link to the 


relevant Risk. Obtained process description 


including control activities by the control owner. In 


addition, on-site inspection of the premises and 


safety installations of the data center. 


No exceptions noted. 


 


04-PHY-02-


02.ham6 


Controls are in place to ensure that access to the HAM6 data centre by external 


parties (customers, visitors, service providers) is only granted after 


authorization of the external party and documentation in the visitor book, thus 


denying access to all persons who do not have a direct contract to perform 


tasks in the data centre premises and facilities. 


Review of the completed control data sheet and 


the control description as well as the link to the 


relevant Risk. Obtained process description 


including control activities by the control owner. In 


addition, online-inspection of the premises and 


safety installations of the data center. 


 


No exceptions noted. 
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Control Objective 


04-PHY-02 - The aim of the control is to provide sufficient security that physical access to the data centre (data centre space and technical operating rooms) is only granted to authorised 


persons. 


Control ID Control Specified by PlusServer Test of Design (ToD) performed  Results of Tests 


04-PHY-02-


03.cgn3 


Checks are made to ensure that the entrance to the CGN3 data centre is 


monitored by means of a CCTV (Closed Circuit Television) system and that the 


video activity is displayed and stored on the surveillance monitors in the 


necessary quality. 


Review of the completed control data sheet and 


the control description as well as the link to the 


relevant Risk. Explanation and demonstration of 


the provided process including control activities by 


the control owner. In addition, on-site inspection of 


the premises and safety installations of the data 


center. 


 


No exceptions noted. 


04-PHY-02-


03.dus6 


Checks are made to ensure that the entrance to the DUS6 data centre is 


monitored by means of a CCTV (Closed Circuit Television) system and that the 


video activity is displayed and stored on the surveillance monitors in the 


necessary quality. 


Review of the completed control data sheet and 


the control description as well as the link to the 


relevant Risk. Explanation and demonstration of 


the provided process including control activities by 


the control owner. In addition, on-site inspection of 


the premises and safety installations of the data 


center. 


No exceptions noted. 


04-PHY-02-


03.ham6 


Checks are made to ensure that the entrance to the HAM6 data centre is 


monitored by means of a CCTV (Closed Circuit Television) system and that the 


video activity is displayed and stored on the surveillance monitors in the 


necessary quality. 


Review of the completed control data sheet and 


the control description as well as the link to the 


relevant Risk. Explanation and demonstration of 


the provided process including control activities by 


the control owner. In addition, online-inspection of 


the premises and safety installations of the data 


center. 


 No exceptions noted. 
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Control Objective 


04-PHY-02 - The aim of the control is to provide sufficient security that physical access to the data centre (data centre space and technical operating rooms) is only granted to authorised 


persons. 


Control ID Control Specified by PlusServer Test of Design (ToD) performed  Results of Tests 


04-PHY-02-


04 


It is checked whether the no longer required physical access rights of the 


employees (employee ID card, transponder, key) in the event of a termination 


or a change have been removed by the PlusServer administration team within 


3 days of the last working day / day of the transfer. 


Review of the completed control data sheet and 


control description as well as the link to the 


relevant risk.  Review the evidence list of controls. 


Review of the staff exit. Reconciliation protocol 


with Jira ticketing. 


No exceptions noted. 


 Based on the test of design described above the control is adequately designed to achieve this control objective. 
 


Control Objective 


04-PHY-03 - The objective of the controls is to provide reasonable assurance that physical access to the office premises (computer equipment, storage media and documentation) is only 


granted to authorised persons. 


 


Control ID Control Specified by PlusServer Test of Design (ToD) performed  Results of Tests 


04-PHY-03-


01.cgnhzr 


Controls are in place to ensure that access to office space in Hohenzollernring 


72 is restricted to authorised employees or externals based on documented 


management or contract function approval. 


Review of the completed control data sheet and 


the control description as well as the link to the 


relevant Risk. Review the provided process 


description and documentations including control 


activities by the control owner.  


No exceptions noted. 


04-PHY-03-


01.drsam 


Controls are in place to ensure that access to office space Altmarkt 25 in 


Dresden is restricted to authorised employees or externals based on 


documented management or contract function approval. 


Review of the completed control data sheet and 


the control description as well as the link to the 


relevant Risk. Review the provided process 


description and documentations including control 


activities by the control owner.  


No exceptions noted. 


Based on the test of design described above the control is adequately designed to achieve this control objective. 
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Control Objective 


04-PHY-04 - The objective of the controls is to provide reasonable assurance that technical equipment is adequately protected to reduce the risks from environmental threats and/or other 


hazards. 


Control ID Control Specified by PlusServer Test of Design (ToD) performed  Results of Tests 


04-PHY-04-


01.cgn3 


It is checked whether the uninterruptible power supply (UPS) and the 


emergency power system (NEA) of the data centre CGN3 are regularly 


maintained and thus ready for operation in order to protect the technical. 


Review of the completed control data sheet and 


the control description as well as the link to the 


relevant Risk. Explanation and demonstration of 


the provided process description and 


documentation including control activities by the 


control owner. In addition, on-site inspection of the 


premises and safety installations of the data 


center. 


No exceptions noted. 


 


04-PHY-04-


01.dus6.1 


It is checked whether the uninterruptible power supply (UPS) and the 


emergency power system (NEA) of the data centre DUS6.1 are regularly 


maintained and thus ready for operation in order to protect the technical. 


Review of the completed control data sheet and 


the control description as well as the link to the 


relevant Risk. Explanation and demonstration of 


the provided process description and 


documentation including control activities by the 


control owner. In addition, on-site inspection of the 


premises and safety installations of the data 


center. 


No exceptions noted. 


 


04-PHY-04-


01.dus6.2 


It is checked whether the uninterruptible power supply (UPS) and the 


emergency power system (NEA) of the data centre DUS6.2 are regularly 


maintained and thus ready for operation in order to protect the technical. 


Review of the completed control data sheet and 


the control description as well as the link to the 


relevant Risk. Explanation and demonstration of 


the provided process description and 


documentation including control activities by the 


control owner. In addition, on-site inspection of the 


premises and safety installations of the data 


center. 


No exceptions noted. 
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Control Objective 


04-PHY-04 - The objective of the controls is to provide reasonable assurance that technical equipment is adequately protected to reduce the risks from environmental threats and/or other 


hazards. 


Control ID Control Specified by PlusServer Test of Design (ToD) performed  Results of Tests 


04-PHY-04-


01.ham6 


It is checked whether the uninterruptible power supply (UPS) and the 


emergency power system (NEA) of the data centre HAM6 are regularly 


maintained and thus ready for operation in order to protect the technical. 


Review of the completed control data sheet and 


the control description as well as the link to the 


relevant Risk. Explanation and demonstration of 


the provided process description and 


documentation including control activities by the 


control owner. In addition, online-inspection of the 


premises and safety installations of the data 


center. 


No exceptions noted. 


 


04-PHY-04-


02.cgn3 


It is checked whether the emergency power units (NEA) of the data center 


CGN3 are operational under load. 


Review of the completed control data sheet and 


the control description as well as the link to the 


relevant Risk. Explanation and demonstration of 


the provided process description and 


documentation including control activities by the 


control owner. In addition, on-site inspection of the 


premises and safety installations of the data 


center. 


No exceptions noted. 


04-PHY-04-


02.dus6 


It is checked whether the emergency power units (NEA) of the data centre 


DUS6 are operational under load.  


Review of the completed control data sheet and 


the control description as well as the link to the 


relevant Risk. Explanation and demonstration of 


the provided process description and 


documentation including control activities by the 


control owner. In addition, on-site inspection of the 


premises and safety installations of the data 


center. 


No exceptions noted. 
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Control Objective 


04-PHY-04 - The objective of the controls is to provide reasonable assurance that technical equipment is adequately protected to reduce the risks from environmental threats and/or other 


hazards. 


Control ID Control Specified by PlusServer Test of Design (ToD) performed  Results of Tests 


04-PHY-04-


02.ham6 


It is checked whether the emergency power units (NEA) of the data centre 


HAM6 are operational under load. 


Review of the completed control data sheet and 


the control description as well as the link to the 


relevant Risk. Explanation and demonstration of 


the provided process description and 


documentation including control activities by the 


control owner. In addition, online-inspection of the 


premises and safety installations of the data 


center. 


 No exceptions noted. 


04-PHY-04-


03.cgn3 


It is checked whether the mains backup and UPS systems as well as the 


associated UPS batteries of the data centre CGN3 compensate for the failure 


of the external power connection. 


Review of the completed control data sheet and 


control description as well as the link to the 


relevant risk. Review of the control evidence. In 


addition, on-site inspection of the premises and 


safety installations of the data center. 


 


No exceptions noted. 


04-PHY-04-


03.dus6 


It is checked whether the mains backup and UPS systems as well as the 


associated UPS batteries of the data centre DUS6 compensate for the failure 


of the external power connection. 


Review of the completed control data sheet and 


control description as well as the link to the 


relevant risk. Review of control evidence. In 


addition, on-site inspection of the premises and 


safety installations of the data center. 


 


No exceptions noted. 


04-PHY-04-


03.ham6 


It is checked whether the mains backup and UPS systems as well as the 


associated UPS batteries of the data centre HAM6 compensate for the failure 


of the external power connection. 


Review of the completed control data sheet and 


the control description as well as the link to the 


relevant Risk. Explanation and demonstration of 


the provided process description and 


documentation including control activities by the 


control owner.  


No exceptions noted. 
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Control Objective 


04-PHY-04 - The objective of the controls is to provide reasonable assurance that technical equipment is adequately protected to reduce the risks from environmental threats and/or other 


hazards. 


Control ID Control Specified by PlusServer Test of Design (ToD) performed  Results of Tests 


04-PHY-04-


04.cgn3 


Checks are made to ensure that the fire and smoke detection and gas 


extinguishing systems of the CGN3 data centre are maintained in accordance 


with the manufacturer's instructions. 


Review of the completed control data sheet and 


the control description as well as the link to the 


relevant Risk. Explanation and demonstration of 


the provided process description and 


documentation including control activities by the 


control owner. In addition, on-site inspection of the 


premises and safety installations of the data 


center. 


No exceptions noted. 


04-PHY-04-


04.dus6.1 


Checks are made to ensure that the fire and smoke detection and gas 


extinguishing systems of the DUS6.1 data centre are maintained in accordance 


with the manufacturer's instructions. 


Review of the completed control data sheet and 


the control description as well as the link to the 


relevant Risk. In addition, on-site inspection of the 


premises and safety installations of the data 


center. 


No exceptions noted 


04-PHY-04-


04.dus6.2 


Checks are made to ensure that the fire and smoke detection and gas 


extinguishing systems of the DUS6.2 data centre are maintained in accordance 


with the manufacturer's instructions. 


 


Review of the completed control data sheet and 


the control description as well as the link to the 


relevant Risk. Explanation and demonstration of 


the provided process including control activities by 


the control owner. In addition, on-site inspection of 


the premises and safety installations of the data 


center. 


No exceptions noted. 
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Control Objective 


04-PHY-04 - The objective of the controls is to provide reasonable assurance that technical equipment is adequately protected to reduce the risks from environmental threats and/or other 


hazards. 


Control ID Control Specified by PlusServer Test of Design (ToD) performed  Results of Tests 


04-PHY-04-


04.ham6 


Checks are made to ensure that the fire and smoke detection and gas 


extinguishing systems of the HAM6 data centre are maintained in accordance 


with the manufacturer's instructions. 


Review of the completed control data sheet and 


the control description as well as the link to the 


relevant Risk. Explanation and demonstration of 


the provided process description and 


documentation including control activities by the 


control owner. In addition, online-inspection of the 


premises and safety installations of the data 


center. 


No exceptions noted. 


04-PHY-04-


05.core 


It is checked whether all important devices of the core network (e.g. core 


routers, core switches) are covered by maintenance contracts. 


Review of the completed control data sheet and 


the control description as well as the link to the 


relevant Risk. Explanation and demonstration of 


the provided process description and 


documentation including control activities by the 


control owner. Review the control evidence. 


No exceptions noted. 


04-PHY-04-


05.dc 


It is checked whether all important assets of the data center infrastructure (e.g. 


NEA, UPS, air conditioning units) are covered by maintenance contracts. 


 


Review of the completed control data sheet and 


the control description as well as the link to the 


relevant Risk. Explanation and demonstration of 


the provided process description and 


documentation including control activities by the 


control owner. Review the control evidence. 


No exceptions noted. 
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Control Objective 


04-PHY-04 - The objective of the controls is to provide reasonable assurance that technical equipment is adequately protected to reduce the risks from environmental threats and/or other 


hazards. 


Control ID Control Specified by PlusServer Test of Design (ToD) performed  Results of Tests 


04-PHY-04-


05.net 


It is checked whether all relevant network security components are covered by 


maintenance contracts. 


Review of the completed control data sheet and 


the control description as well as the link to the 


relevant Risk. Explanation and demonstration of 


the provided process description and 


documentation including control activities by the 


control owner. Review the control evidence. 


No exceptions noted. 


04-PHY-04-


05.store 


It is checked whether all important devices of the storage infrastructure are 


covered by maintenance contracts. 


Review of the completed control data sheet and 


the control description as well as the link to the 


relevant Risk. Explanation and demonstration of 


the provided process description and 


documentation including control activities by the 


control owner. Review the control evidence. 


No exceptions noted. 


04-PHY-04-


06.cgn3 


It is checked whether the monitoring for monitoring the infrastructure of the 


CGN3 data centre is functioning and being monitored and, in the event of an 


alarm, all relevant information is forwarded to the responsible personnel. 


 


Review of the completed control data sheet and 


the control description as well as the link to the 


relevant Risk. Explanation and demonstration of 


the provided process description and 


documentation including control activities by the 


control owner. Review the control evidence. In 


addition, on-site inspection of the premises and 


safety installations of the data center. 


No exceptions noted. 
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Control Objective 


04-PHY-04 - The objective of the controls is to provide reasonable assurance that technical equipment is adequately protected to reduce the risks from environmental threats and/or other 


hazards. 


Control ID Control Specified by PlusServer Test of Design (ToD) performed  Results of Tests 


04-PHY-04-


06.dus6 


It is checked whether the monitoring for monitoring the infrastructure of the 


DUS6 data centre is functioning and being monitored and, in the event of an 


alarm, all relevant information is forwarded to the responsible personnel. 


Review of the completed control data sheet and 


the control description as well as the link to the 


relevant Risk. Explanation and demonstration of 


the provided process description and 


documentation including control activities by the 


control owner. Review the control evidence. In 


addition, on-site inspection of the premises and 


safety installations of the data center. 


No exceptions noted. 


04-PHY-04-


06.ham6 


It is checked whether the monitoring for monitoring the infrastructure of the 


HAM6 data centre is functioning and being monitored and, in the event of an 


alarm, all relevant information is forwarded to the responsible personnel. 


Review of the completed control data sheet and 


the control description as well as the link to the 


relevant Risk. Explanation and demonstration of 


the provided process description and 


documentation including control activities by the 


control owner. Review the control evidence. 


In addition, online-inspection of the premises and 


safety installations of the data center. 


No exceptions noted. 


04-PHY-04-


07.cgn3 


It is checked whether the maintenance of the refrigeration systems in the data 


centre CGN3 has been carried out as recommended by the manufacturer and 


thus the IT systems are supplied with an intake temperature that prevents 


damage to the hardware. 


Review of the completed control data sheet and 


the control description as well as the link to the 


relevant Risk. Explanation and demonstration of 


the provided process description and 


documentation including control activities by the 


control owner.  


No exceptions noted. 
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Control Objective 


04-PHY-04 - The objective of the controls is to provide reasonable assurance that technical equipment is adequately protected to reduce the risks from environmental threats and/or other 


hazards. 


Control ID Control Specified by PlusServer Test of Design (ToD) performed  Results of Tests 


04-PHY-04-


07.dus6 


It is checked whether the maintenance of the refrigeration systems in the data 


centre DUS6 has been carried out as recommended by the manufacturer and 


thus the IT systems are supplied with an intake temperature that prevents 


damage to the hardware. 


Review of the completed control data sheet and 


the control description as well as the link to the 


relevant Risk. Description of the provided process 


description and documentation including control 


activities by the control owner. 


No exceptions noted. 


04-PHY-04-


07.ham6 


It is checked whether the maintenance of the refrigeration systems in the data 


centre HAM6 has been carried out as recommended by the manufacturer and 


thus the IT systems are supplied with an intake temperature that prevents 


damage to the hardware. 


Review of the completed control data sheet and 


the control description as well as the link to the 


relevant Risk. Explanation and demonstration of 


the provided process description and 


documentation including control activities by the 


control owner.  


No exceptions noted. 


04-PHY-04-


08 


It is checked whether relevant telecommunication connections are set up and 


operated redundantly. 


Review of the completed control data sheet and 


the control description as well as the link to the


relevant Risk. Review of the implemented 


procedures of the control. 


No exceptions noted. 


 Based on the test of design described above the control is adequately designed to achieve this control objective. 
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2.1.6 System Administration and Operation 


Control Objective 


05-SYS-01 - The objective of the controls is to provide reasonable assurance that the availability and integrity of programs and electronic data are maintained or secured. 


Control ID Control Specified by PlusServer Test of Design (ToD) performed  Results of Tests 


05-SYS-01-


01 


It is checked whether the inspection of the data carriers is part of the monitoring 


of IT systems and whether there is a reaction to error messages (e.g. with a 


data carrier exchange). 


Review of the completed control data sheet and 


control description as well as the link to the 


relevant risk.  Review of evidence of controls. 


Examination of the sampling. Examination of the 


case distinction. Review of evidence of controls.   


No exceptions noted. 


05-SYS-01-


02 


It is checked whether the backup platform for the PlusCloud VM Backup product 


is working and, in case of deviations, incident issues are created and processed 


Review of the completed control data sheet and 


control description as well as the link to the 


relevant risk. Review of evidence of controls.   


No exceptions noted. 


05-SYS-01-


03 


Checks are made to ensure that the backup platform for the Managed Backup 


product works with Veeam and that incident issues are created and dealt with 


in the event of deviations. 


Review of the completed control data sheet and 


control description as well as the link to the 


relevant risk. Review of evidence of controls.   


No exceptions noted. 


05-SYS-01-


04 


It checks whether the backup jobs for the Managed Backup product with Veeam 


have run through successfully and deviations are handled. 


Review of the completed control data sheet and 


control description as well as the link to the 


relevant risk. Review of evidence of controls.   


No exceptions noted. 


05-SYS-01-


05 


It is checked whether the backup platform for the Netbackup product is 


functioning and, in the event of deviations, incident issues are created and 


processed. 


Review of the completed control data sheet and 


control description as well as the link to the 


relevant risk.  Review of evidence of controls.   


No exceptions noted. 
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Control Objective 


05-SYS-01 - The objective of the controls is to provide reasonable assurance that the availability and integrity of programs and electronic data are maintained or secured. 


Control ID Control Specified by PlusServer Test of Design (ToD) performed  Results of Tests 


05-SYS-01-


06 


It is checked whether the backup jobs for the Netbackup product have run 


successfully and whether any discrepancies are dealt with. 


Review of the completed control data sheet and 


control description as well as the link to the 


relevant risk. Review of evidence of controls. 


Examination of failed jobs and documentation of 


the measures. 


No exceptions noted. 


05-SYS-01-


07 


Checks are made to ensure that the backup platform for internal systems is 


working and that incident issues are created and dealt with in the event of 


deviations. 


Review of the completed control data sheet and 


the control description as well as the link to the 


relevant risk. Check of incidents that have 


occurred and their tickets in Jira. Check of task 


history. 


No exceptions noted. 


Based on the test of design described above the control is adequately designed to achieve this control objective. 
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Control Objective 


05-SYS-02 - The objective of the control is that it provides reasonable assurance that processing is adequately monitored and that any deviations are detected and corrected in a timely 


manner. 


Control ID Control Specified by PlusServer Test of Design (ToD) performed  Results of Tests 


05-SYS-02-


01 


It is checked whether the standard monitoring thresholds for monitoring the 


system, application, database and network are (still) appropriate. 


Review of the completed control data sheet and 


control description as well as the link to the 


relevant risk.  Review of evidence of controls. 


Checking the monitoring parameter overview. 


No exceptions noted. 


05-SYS-02-


02 


A check is carried out to determine whether the IT systems are being monitored, 


whether these warnings / errors are issued and whether these messages are 


processed within the response times specified in the SLA and in accordance 


with the incident process. 


Review of the completed control data sheet and 


control description as well as the link to the 


relevant risk.  Review of the control 


implementation based on the checklist and 


inspection of the evidence. 


No exceptions noted. 


Based on the test of design described above the control is adequately designed to achieve this control objective. 


 


Control Objective 


05-SYS-03 - The objective of the control is to provide reasonable assurance that firewall configuration files are backed up outside the IT system. 


Control ID Control Specified by PlusServer Test of Design (ToD) performed  Results of Tests 


05-SYS-03-


01 


It is checked whether the firewall configuration files of FW infrastructure 


systems and firewalls with the service level "Service Management" are backed 


up daily. 


Review of the completed control data sheet and 


control description as well as the link to the 


relevant risk. 


No exceptions noted. 


05-SYS-03-


02 


It is checked whether the load balancer configuration files of shared LB 


infrastructure systems and of load balancers with the service level "Service 


Management" are backed up daily. 


Review of the completed control data sheet and 


control description as well as the link to the 


relevant risk. 


No exceptions noted. 


Based on the test of design described above the control is adequately designed to achieve this control objective. 
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Control Objective 


05-SYS-04 - The objective of the controls is to provide reasonable assurance that systems are protected from viruses, malicious and other harmful attacks. 


Control ID Control Specified by PlusServer Test of Design (ToD) performed  Results of Tests 


05-SYS-04-


01 


Formal virus control policies and procedures are defined and available 


electronically to PlusServer personnel. Gateways, servers and desktops are 


protected from viruses through installation of antivirus software. 


Review of the completed control data sheet and 


the control description as well as the link to the 


relevant risk.  Review of the evidence so that the 


control is lived. Explanation and demonstration of 


the provided process description or 


documentation (including control activities) by the 


control owner: virus protection concept, review of 


virus protection concept, proof of provision of virus 


protection concept for employees. 


No exceptions noted. 


05-SYS-04-


02 


It is checked whether workstation computers (clients) and relevant internal 


server systems are protected by anti-virus software. 


Review of the completed control data sheet and 


the control description as well as the link to the 


relevant risk.   


No exceptions noted. 


Based on the test of design described above the control is adequately designed to achieve this control objective. 
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2.1.7 Asset & Configuration Management 


Control Objective 


06-ACM-01 - The controls provide reasonable assurance that key assets (e.g. contract items, configurations, configuration parameters...) are documented to ensure service delivery to the 


client. 


Control ID Control Specified by PlusServer Test of Design (ToD) performed  Results of Tests 


06-ACM-01-


01 


It is checked whether the quality check was properly carried out within the 


scope of the provision and thus the service provision in accordance with the 


contract is guaranteed. 


 


Review of the control data sheet and the control 


description as well as the link to the relevant risk. 


Review of control evidence. 


No exceptions noted. 


 


Based on the test of design described above the control is adequately designed to achieve this control objective. 
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2.1.8 Access Management 


Control Objective 


07-ACC-01 - The objective of the control is that it provides reasonable assurance that logical access to operating systems, network files, databases and application systems is 


granted only to authorised persons, in accordance with formal security policies and procedures.  


Control ID Control Specified by PlusServer Test of Design (ToD) performed  Results of Tests 


07-ACC-01-


01 


It is checked whether the customer networks are separated from each other 


and from the PlusServer company network. 


Review of the completed control data sheet and 


control description as well as the link to the 


relevant risk. Review of control evidence. 


No exceptions noted. 


07-ACC-01-


02 


It is checked whether each PlusServer employee is only assigned to one 


nominative account in the identity management tool and whether this 


assignment is up-to-date. 


Review of the completed control data sheet and 


control description as well as the link to the 


relevant risk. Check of Staff Report, MA list.  MA 


Consultants, MA-List and Consultant Lists. 


No exceptions noted. 


07-ACC-01-


03 


It is checked whether the automated SSH key package for the PlusServer 


administrators only includes the SSH keys of authorised administrators. 


 


Review of the completed control data sheet and 


control description as well as the link to the 


relevant risk. Review of control evidence. 


Review of the relevant documents and records. 


No exceptions noted. 
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Control Objective 


07-ACC-01 - The objective of the control is that it provides reasonable assurance that logical access to operating systems, network files, databases and application systems is 


granted only to authorised persons, in accordance with formal security policies and procedures. 


Control ID Control Specified by PlusServer Test of Design (ToD) performed  Results of Tests 


07-ACC-01-


04 


It is checked whether the organisational assignment in the IDM controls to 


which customer systems and network layer an employee has access to 


ensure that no unauthorised access to IT systems is possible. 


 


Review of the completed control data sheet and 


control description as well as the link to the 


relevant risk. Review of control evidence. 


Review of the relevant documents and records. 


No exceptions noted. 


07-ACC-01-


05 


It is checked whether access to non-nominal accounts in the responsibility 


of PlusServer (service accounts) is either blocked or protected by means of 


passwords in accordance with the password guideline. 


Review of the completed control data sheet and 


control description as well as the link to the 


relevant risk. Check of Service-User-List. 


No exceptions noted. 


07-ACC-01-


06 


It is checked whether the customer accounts at the operating system level 


were only created at the request of the customer. 


Review of the completed control data sheet and 


control description as well as the link to the 


relevant risk.  Check whether users without 


ticket reference exist on the server system.  


Check whether production systems are selected 


rotatingly. 


No exceptions noted. 


07-ACC-01-


07 


It is checked whether password settings, which are the responsibility of 


PlusServer, are managed in accordance with the security guidelines and 


procedures of PlusServer. 


Review of the completed control data sheet and 


control description as well as the link to the 


relevant risk. Review evidence of controls. 


Cross check the password policy and check of 


comparing the default domain policy. 


No exceptions noted. 


07-ACC-01-


08 


It is checked whether the need-to-know principle is adhered to in the rights 


process with regard to the assignment and adjustment of rights. 


Review of the completed control data sheet and 


control description as well as the link to the 


relevant risk. Reviews of process and pdf export. 


Check Right issues. 


No exceptions noted. 


 


Based on the test of design described above the control is adequately designed to achieve this control objective. 
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Control Objective 


07-ACC-03 - The objective of the controls is that they provide reasonable assurance that access by PlusServer employees to customer applications or data is removed immediately when 


there is no business need for such access. 


Control ID Control Specified by PlusServer Test of Design (ToD) performed  Results of Tests 


07-ACC-03-


01 


 


It is controlled whether access accounts of terminated PlusServer employees 


or service providers are deactivated within a maximum of three working days 


after the last working day / end of contract. 


Review of the completed control data sheet and 


control description as well as the link to the 


relevant risk. Review of the checklist and 


validation of the exit list. 


No exceptions noted. 


07-ACC-03-


02 


It is checked whether rights adjustment tickets from exits, changes in the 


company or adjustments from rights controls are processed within 7 days. 


Review of the completed control data sheet and 


control description as well as the link to the 


relevant risk. 


No exceptions noted. 


Based on the test of design described above the control is adequately designed to achieve this control objective. 


 


Control Objective 


07-ACC-02 - The objective of the controls is that they provide reasonable assurance that access to the client's administrative level (users with high privileges) is restricted to authorised 


system administrators only and that activities are adequately monitored. 


Control ID Control Specified by PlusServer Test of Design (ToD) performed  Results of Tests 


07-ACC-02-


01 


 


 


It is checked whether accesses to customer systems with Microsoft Windows 


operating system are made exclusively via the application intended for this 


purpose. 


Review of the completed control data sheet and 


control description as well as the link to the 


relevant risk. Review of control evidence. Review 


of the relevant documents and records. 


No exceptions noted. 


Based on the test of design described above the control is adequately designed to achieve this control objective. 
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Control Objective 


07-ACC-04 - The objective of the control is to provide reasonable assurance that access for configurations is restricted to the relevant administrators. 


Control ID Control Specified by PlusServer Test of Design (ToD) performed  Results of Tests 


07-ACC-04-


01 


It is controlled whether only authorised users can implement and adjust the 


firewall configuration. 


Review of the completed control data sheet and 


the control description as well as the link to the 


relevant Risk. Review of the evidence of controls. 


Review of the relevant documents and records. 


No exceptions noted.  


07-ACC-04-


02 


It is controlled whether only authorised users can implement and adjust the load 


balancer configuration. 


Review of the completed control data sheet and 


the control description as well as the link to the 


relevant Risk. Review of the evidence of controls. 


Review of the relevant documents and records. 


No exceptions noted.  


07-ACC-04-


03 


It is checked whether only authorized users can access the core network 


infrastructure (routers, switches, management firewalls, network management 


components) and whether they receive the correct authorizations. 


Review of the completed control data sheet and 


the control description as well as the link to the 


relevant Risk. Review of the evidence of controls. 


No exceptions noted.  


Based on the test of design described above the control is adequately designed to achieve this control objective. 
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2.1.9 Incident Management and Problem Management 


Control Objective 


08-INC-01 - The objective of the controls is to provide reasonable assurance that processing is adequately monitored and that malfunctions / incidents are identified and corrected based 


on defined incident management procedures. 


Control ID Control Specified by PlusServer Test of Design (ToD) performed  Results of Tests 


08-INC-01-01 It is checked whether the processing is carried out according to the incident 


process and whether the incident classification, documentation and customer 


communication is sufficiently carried out and recorded. 


  


Review of the completed control data sheet and 


control description as well as the link to the 


relevant risk. Review of the incident classification. 


Check whether a customer communication has 


taken place. 


 


No exceptions noted. 


08-INC-01-02 It is checked whether incidents are resolved by a supporting workflow based on 


defined SLAs, priorities and the company's process documentation. 


Review of the completed control data sheet and 


control description as well as the link to the 


relevant risk. Review of the process 


documentation and review of the Jira incident 


workflow. 


No exceptions noted. 


08-INC-01-03 It is checked whether the customer reports (SLA, technical, ticket) are regularly 


checked in order to identify and correct any deviations from the contracts in 


good time. 


Review of the completed control data sheet and 


control description as well as the link to the 


relevant risk. Control of the documentation in 


Confluence. Review of the SLA reports. 


No exceptions noted. 
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Control Objective 


08-INC-01 - The objective of the controls is to provide reasonable assurance that processing is adequately monitored and that malfunctions / incidents are identified and corrected based 


on defined incident management procedures. 


Control ID Control Specified by PlusServer Test of Design (ToD) performed  Results of Tests 


08-INC-02-01 It is checked whether the staffing of the central entry point for all incident tickets 


of customers is available for the next three months 24/7. 


Review of the completed control data sheet and 


control description as well as the link to the 


relevant risk. Examination of the shift schedule. 


Examination of the results. 


No exceptions noted. 


Based on the test of design described above the control is adequately designed to achieve this control objective. 


 


Control Objective 


08-INC-03 - The objective of the controls is that they provide reasonable assurance that customer contact details, and therefore communication channels, are kept up to date in the event 


of a fault. 


Control ID Control Specified by PlusServer Test of Design (ToD) performed  Results of Tests 


08-INC-03-01 It is checked whether the customers are requested at least once a year to check 


the contact details of their contact persons with regard to availability by e-mail 


and telephone and to adjust them if necessary. 


Review of the completed control data sheet and 


control description as well as the link to the 


relevant risk. 


No exceptions noted. 


 Based on the test of design described above the control is adequately designed to achieve this control objective. 
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Control Objective 


08-INC-04 - The objective of the control is to ensure that a problem management procedure is established, documented and kept up to date. 


Control ID Control Specified by PlusServer Test of Design (ToD) performed  Results of Tests 


08-INC-04-01 It is checked whether the problem management process is documented and 


checked for up-to-dateness and completeness at least annually or in the event 


of major changes in the process environment. 


Review of the completed control data sheet and 


control description as well as the link to the 


relevant risk. 


No exceptions noted. 


08-INC-04-02 Checks are made to ensure that proactive problem management (patch 


management) is implemented and that patches are implemented via the 


change request workflow. 


Review of the completed control data sheet and 


control description as well as the link to the 


relevant risk. 


No exceptions noted. 


08-INC-04-03 Security incidents and potential risks are addressed, prioritized, corresponding 


measures are taken, monitored and reported according to the process 


instruction. 


Review of the completed control data sheet and 


the control description as well as the link to the 


relevant risk. Review of evidence of controls. 


Report check (in time - in quality), check of 


appropriate response time and processing follow-


up measures, check if follow-up measures 


initiated. 


No exceptions noted. 


08-INC-04-04 It is checked whether identified vulnerabilities with regard to the company 


context are evaluated and, if necessary, changes (work-arounds, patches) are 


created in order to close security gaps. 


Review of the completed control data sheet and 


control description as well as the link to the 


relevant risk. Examination of the list of deficiencies 


and examination of the documentation of the audit 


result. 


No exceptions noted. 


08-INC-04-05 It is checked whether proactive problem management (patch management) is 


implemented and the IT systems have been included in patch management 


during technical provisioning. 


Review of the completed control data sheet and 


control description as well as the link to the 


relevant risk. Check whether the relevant system 


has been included in the patch management. 


Audit the evidence in the control issue. 


No exceptions noted. 


 Based on the test of design described above the control is adequately designed to achieve this control objective. 


  







 


 


 
 


nbs partners audit 


GmbH Wirtschaftsprüfungsgesellschaft 


 


2.1.10 Change Management incl. SAP 


Control Objective 


09-CHA-01 - The objective of the controls is to provide reasonable assurance that formal change controls exist for system, application and database changes. 


Control ID Control Specified by PlusServer Test of Design (ToD) performed  Results of Tests 


09-CHA-01-


01 


It is checked whether change management procedures are defined and up-to-


date and are electronically available to the employees. 


Review of the completed control data sheet and 


control description as well as the links with the 


relevant risks. Review of evidence of the control 


activity. 


No exceptions noted. 


Based on the test of design described above the control is adequately designed to achieve this control objective. 


 







 


 


 
 


nbs partners audit 


GmbH Wirtschaftsprüfungsgesellschaft 


 


Control Objective 


09-CHA-02 - The objective of the controls is that they provide reasonable assurance that changes to applications, databases, networks and system software are authorised, documented, 


tested, approved and implemented. 


Control ID Control Specified by PlusServer Test of Design (ToD) performed  Results of Tests 


09-CHA-02-


01 


It is checked whether changes have been processed in accordance with the 


change process and whether the operational controls within the process have 


been taken into account and carried out. This includes necessary approvals, 


internal and external communication, tests / final controls as well as changes 


to necessary operational documentation resulting from the change. 


Review of the completed control data sheet and 


the control description as well as the link to the 


relevant Risk. Explanation and demonstration of 


the provided process description and 


documentation including control activities by the 


control owner. Review of the evaluated samples 


by the change manager. 


 


No exceptions noted. 


09-CHA-02-


03 


It is checked whether service requests contain changes to applications, 


databases, networks or system software (changes) and thus whether all 


changes are processed via the change processes. 


Review of the completed control data sheet and 


the control description as well as the link to the 


relevant Risk. Obtained the provided process 


description and documentation including control 


activities by the control owner. Review of the 


evaluated samples by the change manager. 


No exceptions noted. 


Based on the test of design described above the control is adequately designed to achieve this control objective. 


 


 


 







 


 


 
 


nbs partners audit 


GmbH Wirtschaftsprüfungsgesellschaft 


 


Control Objective 


09-CHA-03 - The objective of the controls is to provide reasonable assurance that, for product releases, compliance with information security and data protection requirements, the 


timeliness of technical documentation and handover to operations teams are checked prior to productive use. 


Control ID Control Specified by PlusServer Test of Design (ToD) performed  Results of Tests 


09-CHA-03-


01 


It is checked whether the release checks have been carried out and whether 


they are complete, effective and sufficiently documented. 


Review of the completed control data sheet and 


the control description as well as the link to the 


relevant Risk. Explanation and demonstration of 


the provided process description and 


documentation including control activities by the 


control owner. Review of the evaluated samples of 


a product release checks. 


 


No exceptions noted. 


Based on the test of design described above the control is adequately designed to achieve this control objective. 


 


Control Objective 


09-CHA-04 - The objective of the controls is that they provide reasonable assurance that changes in emergency management are modified, authorised, documented, tested and approved 


in a timely manner. 


Control ID Control Specified by PlusServer Test of Design (ToD) performed  Results of Tests 


09-CHA-04-


01 


It is checked whether emergency changes have been processed in accordance 


with the change process and whether the operational controls within the 


process have been taken into account and carried out. This includes: necessary 


approvals, internal and external communication, tests / final controls as well as 


changes to necessary operational documentation resulting from the change. 


 


Review of the completed control data sheet and 


the control description as well as the link to the 


relevant Risk. Explanation and demonstration of 


the provided process description and 


documentation including control activities by the 


control owner. Review of the evaluated samples 


by the change manager. 


 


No exceptions noted. 


Based on the test of design described above the control is adequately designed to achieve this control objective. 
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GmbH Wirtschaftsprüfungsgesellschaft 


 


2.1.11 Service Level Management 


 


Control Objective 


10-SLM-01 - The objective of the controls is that they provide reasonable assurance that all relevant contracted services are being met. 


Control ID Control Specified by PlusServer Test of Design (ToD) performed  Results of Tests 


10-SLM-01-


01 


It is checked whether the service level agreements agreed with the customer 


are documented and measured.  


Review of the control data sheet and the control 


description as well as the link to the relevant risk. 


Check of the relevant documentation of the 


controls. 


No exceptions noted. 


Based on the test of design described above the control is adequately designed to achieve this control objective. 
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Control Objective 


10-SLM-02 – The objective of the control is that it provides reasonable assurance that customers who complain about non-fulfilment of SLAs receive the compensation they were 


contractually promised. 


Control ID Control Specified by PlusServer Test of Design (ToD) performed  Results of Tests 


10-SLM-02-


01 


It is checked whether the processing of SLA credit requests from customers is 


fulfilled as agreed in the SLA. 


Review of the completed control data sheet and 


control description as well as the link to the 


relevant risk. Review of evidence of controls. 


Review of the relevant documents and records. 


No exceptions noted. 


10-SLM-02-


02 


It is checked whether the services with regard to the fulfillment of the agreed 


characteristics are reported monthly in a uniformly coordinated form by the 


service level manager. The agreed characteristics were defined for each 


service level with measured variables and threshold values and recorded in 


joint documents. In the event of non-compliance with service levels, a 


corresponding justification including the initiated measures (Service 


Improvement Plan) is provided in brief. Inquiries or complaints from customers 


are registered centrally and a solution is found. 


Review of the completed control data sheet and 


control description as well as the link to the 


relevant risk. Review of evidence of controls. 


Review of the relevant documents and records. 


No exceptions noted. 


Based on the test of design described above the control is adequately designed to achieve this control objective. 
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2.1.12 Business Continuity Management 


Control Objective 


11-BCM-01 - The objective of the controls is that they provide reasonable assurance that a business continuity process is developed and maintained throughout the organisation that 


meets the requirements necessary for the business continuity of the organisation and addresses information security in emergency management. 


Control ID Control Specified by PlusServer Test of Design (ToD) performed  Results of Tests 


11-BCM-01-


01 


It is checked whether a process for the business continuity (business continuity 


plan / concept) has been developed and is kept up-to-date throughout the 


company, which meets the information security requirements that are 


necessary for the business continuity of the company. 


Review of the completed control data sheet and 


the control description as well as the link to the 


relevant Risk. Review of the evidence of control: 


emergency preparedness concept 


(Notfallvorsorgekonzept), screenshot of the 


review of the concept (PSSD-Auszug) as well as 


further documents: crisis management 


(Krisenmanagement) and Business Continuity 


Management (Notfallmanagement). Explanation 


and demonstration of the provided process 


description or documentation including control 


activities by the control owner. Review further 


related documents: crisis management 


(Krisenmanagement), emergency concept 


(Notfallkonzept). 


No exceptions noted. 


Based on the test of design described above the control is adequately designed to achieve this control objective. 
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Control Objective 


11-BCM-02 - The objective of the controls is to provide reasonable assurance that events that may cause business process interruptions are identified. 


Control ID Control Specified by PlusServer Test of Design (ToD) performed  Results of Tests 


11-BCM-02-


01 


It is checked whether a Business Impact Analysis (BIA) exists and this is kept 


up to date. 


Review of the completed control data sheet and 


control description as well as the link to the 


relevant risk. Review of evidence of controls. 


Review of the relevant documents and records 


No exceptions noted. 


Based on the test of design described above the control is adequately designed to achieve this control objective. 


 


 


Control Objective 


11-BCM-03 - The objective of the controls is that they provide reasonable assurance that BCM manuals are developed and implemented to maintain or restore operations and ensure the 


availability of information at the required level and within the required timeframes following disruption or failure of critical business processes. 


Control ID Control Specified by PlusServer Test of Design (ToD) performed  Results of Tests 


11-BCM-03-


01 


It is checked whether the BCM plans are developed and implemented in order 


to maintain or restore operations and to ensure the availability of information at 


the required level and in the required time periods after the interruption or failure 


of critical business processes. 


Review of the completed control data sheet and 


control description as well as the link to the 


relevant risk. Review of evidence of controls. 


Review of the relevant documents and records 


No exceptions noted. 


Based on the test of design described above the control is adequately designed to achieve this control objective. 
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Control Objective 


11-BCM-04 - The objective of the controls is that they provide reasonable assurance that business continuity plans and processes are tested, updated and communicated to ensure 


effectiveness. 


Control ID Control Specified by PlusServer Test of Design (ToD) performed  Results of Tests 


11-BCM-04-


01 


It is checked whether business continuity plans are tested. Review of the completed control data sheet and 


control description as well as the link to the 


relevant risk. Review of evidence of controls. 


Review of the relevant documents and records 


No exceptions noted. 


1-BCM-04-02 It is checked whether the business continuity documents have been 


communicated / trained to all relevant employees. 


Review of the completed control data sheet and 


the control description as well as the link to the 


relevant risk. Review of evidence of controls. 


Review of the relevant documents and records. 


No exceptions noted. 


Based on the test of design described above the control is adequately designed to achieve this control objective. 
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2.1.13 Data Protection (DP) 


Control Objective 


12-DP-01 - The objective of the controls is that they provide reasonable assurance that PlusServer has appointed a Data Protection Officer. 


Control ID Control Specified by PlusServer Test of Design (ToD) performed  Results of Tests 


12-DP-01-01 It is checked whether PlusServer has appointed a data protection officer and 


whether his contact details are up-to-date externally and internally. 


Review of the completed control data sheet and 


the control description as well as the link to the 


relevant Risk. Explanation and demonstration of 


the provided process description and 


documentation including control activities by the 


control owner. Obtained the contact data of the 


data protection officer, compare the contact data 


with the official statement on the homepage of 


Plusserver as well as the ordering document of the 


data protection officer. Determined that the 


ordering document is up to date.  


No Exception noted. 


Based on the test of design described above the control is adequately designed to achieve this control objective. 
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Control Objective 


12-DP-02 - The objective of the controls is to provide reasonable assurance that management is regularly informed of data protection events, incidents and actions. 


Control ID Control Specified by PlusServer Test of Design (ToD) performed  Results of Tests 


12-DP-02-01 It is checked whether the management receives a report from the data 


protection officer at least once a year, which informs about his work and the 


status of data protection in the company (e.g. incidents, audit results, 


implemented measures). 


Review of the completed control data sheet and 


the control description as well as the link to the 


relevant Risk. Explanation and demonstration of 


the provided process description and 


documentation including control activities by the 


control owner. Obtained the presentation of the C-


Level Meeting concerning the data protection from 


2020/03/16 and the C-Level Summary of the data 


protection audit for the year 2020. 


No Exception noted. 


12-DP-02-02 Controls are in place to ensure that management receives a regular report from 


the data protection coordinator about activities and incidents in the data 


protection area. 


Review of the completed control data sheet and 


the control description as well as the link to the 


relevant Risk. Explanation and demonstration of 


the provided process description and 


documentation including control activities by the 


control owner. Obtained the data protection report 


of the data protection coordinator for the month 


July 2021 as an example. 


No Exception noted. 


Based on the test of design described above the control is adequately designed to achieve this control objective. 
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Control Objective 


12-DP-03 - The objective of the controls is that they provide reasonable assurance that a list of processing activities is maintained for personal data and that technical organisational 


measures are defined. 


Control ID Control Specified by PlusServer Test of Design (ToD) performed  Results of Tests 


12-DP-03-01 It is checked whether the list of processing activities according to Art. 30 Para. 


2 GDPR is available and up-to-date. 


Examination of the control data sheet and the 


control implementation.  Examination of the 


measures carried out and the control activities. 


Walkthrough of the controls with data protection 


Auditor of iAP (audited IDW PH 9.860.1). 


No exceptions noted. 


12-DP-03-02 It is checked whether defined technical and organisational measures guarantee 


the processing of personal data in accordance with the GDPR. 


Evaluation of the control data sheet and the 


control implementation. Audit of the measures 


carried out and the control activities. 


No exceptions noted. 


Based on the test of design described above the control is adequately designed to achieve this control objective. 


 


Control Objective 


12-DP-04 - Controls provide reasonable assurance that staff are aware of policies on the use of the internet, email, telephone and home office working policies. 


Control ID Control Specified by PlusServer Test of Design (ToD) performed  Results of Tests 


12-DP-04-01 Personal data may be affected in different technical ways and at different 


locations. Employees must be aware of the Internet, email, and telephone 


usage policies, as well as the policies for working from home offices. 


 


Review of the completed control data sheet and 


the control description as well as the link to the 


relevant Risk. Review of the protocols for updating 


of dedicated data protection policies. Determined 


the policies and their updates are communicated 


to the personal. 


No exceptions noted. 


Based on the test of design described above the control is adequately designed to achieve this control objective. 


 







 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


 
 


 


 


 


  


 







 
 


 


Management assertion by PlusServer GmbH 


 


The accompanying description has been prepared for our customers, their auditors and statutory 
auditors, and describes the adequacy of controls as of December 31, 2021, for the services in 
scope. The report can be used in conjunction with the controls carried out by our customers 
themselves and taking into account possible residual risks to assess the security of the 
outsourced service of a customer (e.g. as part of a supplier evaluation or an audit of financial 
statements).  


PlusServer GmbH confirms that: 


 The accompanying description in this report fairly presents the services provided by 
PlusServer GmbH at the time of the adequacy test. The criteria used in making this 
assertion were that the accompanying description: 


I. Presents how the system was designed and implemented, including: 


a. the types of services provided,  


b. the procedures to provide the services, 


c. relevant control objectives and controls designed to achieve those objectives, 


d. controls that we assumed, in the design of the system, would be implemented by 
user entities, and which, if necessary to achieve control objectives stated in the 
accompanying description, are identified in the description along with the specific 
control objectives that cannot be achieved by ourselves alone and 


e. other aspects of our control environment, risk assessment process, information 
system (including the related business processes) and communication, control 
activities and monitoring controls that were relevant to provide the services. 


II. Does not omit or distort information relevant to the scope of the services being 
described, while acknowledging that the description is prepared to meet the common 
needs of a broad range of customers and their auditors and therefore, may not 
include every aspect of the system that each individual customer may consider 
important in its own particular environment. 


 The controls related to the control objectives stated in the accompanying description were 
suitably designed at the time of the adequacy test. The criteria used in making this 
assertion were that: 


I. The risks that threatened the achievement of the control objectives stated in the 
description were suitably identified. 


II. The identified controls would, if operated as described, provide reasonable assurance 
that those risks did not prevent the stated control objectives from being achieved; and 


III. The controls were implemented as designed, including those manual controls were 
applied by individuals who have the appropriate competence and authority. 


 


 


Cologne, December 31, 2021 


 


 


Alexander Wallner 


Managing Director, Chief Executive Officer (CEO)  


Dr. Frank Nellissen 


Managing Director, Chief Finance Officer (CFO)  


 







 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


 







Representation letter for an opinion on the description of the  
service-related internal control system and the design of controls (type 1) 


 
December 31 2021 


 
PlusServer GmbH 


Colonge 
 


 
 
To 
nbs partners audit 
GmbH Wirtschaftsprüfungsgesellschaft 
Am Sandtorkai 41 
20457 Hamburg 
 
 
In connection with your engagement to perform an audit of the service-related internal control 
system and the design of controls for Information Processing Hosting Services (type 1) we, as 
the general management of PlusServer GmbH, declare the following: 
 


A. Clarifications and evidence 
 
We have provided you with all the information and evidence you asked for when carrying 
out your audit, to the best of our knowledge and belief. In addition to our personal 
knowledge, we have also passed on the knowledge of other persons. 
 
We have named the following persons as respondents: 


 


 


 
 


 


 
 


 


 


 


 


 
These persons have been instructed by us to provide you with all necessary and all     
requested information and evidence correctly and completely. 
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B. Adequacy of the internal control system 
 


1. We are responsible for the description of the internal control system (Annex 2) and 
its contents, for the submission of the above-mentioned written declaration and for 
the design and implementation of the controls in order to achieve the control objec-
tives set out in the description. The responsibility also includes the completeness, 
correctness and type of presentation of the description and the above-mentioned 
written declaration. 
 


2. In the documents made available to you, we confirm that 
a. the description (Annex 2) - in all material respects - has been prepared on 


the basis of appropriate criteria and the minimum contents are presented. 
b. In all material respects on the basis of appropriate criteria 


I. the description - in all material respects - has been prepared on the 
basis of appropriate criteria and the minimum contents are pre-
sented, and 


II. the controls at the time of the assessment are adequate to meet the 
control objectives presented. 


 
 


3. In order to assess the adequacy of the system of internal control, we have provided 


you with access to all information and systems relating to the system of internal 
control to be audited or to the above-mentioned written statement issued by us. 


 
4. Violations of laws and other legal provisions known to us or suspected by us, fraud-


ulent acts and other irregularities attributable to our company that may have an 
impact on the internal control system, 


 
are not present. 
 
have been communicated to you in full in writing or are listed in the Annex____  
 


5. Deficiencies in the adequacy of controls known to us or suspected by us 
 


are not present. 
 
have been communicated to you in full in writing or are listed in the Annex____ 


 
6. Events that have occurred after December 31, 2021, and may have a significant 


effect on the audit opinion, 
 
are not present. 
 
have been communicated to you in full in writing or are listed in the Annex____ 
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C. Additions and comments 
 
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________ 
 


 
D. General terms & conditions of engagement 
 


The terms governing this engagement are set out in the General Terms & Conditions of 
Engagement for German Public Auditors and Public Audit Firms, dated January 1, 2017, 
which are attached to this report as Annex 6. By reading and using the information con-
tained in the report and opinion, we confirm notice of provisions of the general engage-
ment terms (including the limitation of our liability as stipulated in Sec. 9 (2)) and accept 
the validity of the attached general engagement terms. 
 
 


 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


 
Cologne, December 31 2021 
 
 
 
 
_______________________________________ 
General Management 
 
 
 
 
 
 







[Translator's notes are in square brackets] 


 


General Engagement Terms 
for 


Wirtschaftsprüfer and Wirtschaftsprüfungsgesellschaften 
[German Public Auditors and Public Audit Firms] 


as of January 1, 2017 
 
 
 


1. Scope of application  


(1) These engagement terms apply to contracts between German Public 
Auditors (Wirtschaftsprüfer) or German Public Audit Firms 
(Wirtschaftsprüfungsgesellschaften) – hereinafter collectively referred to as 
”German Public Auditors” – and their engaging parties for assurance 
services, tax advisory services, advice on business matters and other 
engagements except as otherwise agreed in writing or prescribed by a 
mandatory rule.  


(2) Third parties may derive claims from contracts between German Public 
Auditors and engaging parties only when this is expressly agreed or results 
from mandatory rules prescribed by law. In relation to such claims, these 
engagement terms also apply to these third parties.  


 


2. Scope and execution of the engagement 


(1) Object of the engagement is the agreed service – not a particular 
economic result. The engagement will be performed in accordance with the 
German Principles of Proper Professional Conduct (Grundsätze ord-
nungsmäßiger Berufsausübung). The German Public Auditor does not 
assume any management functions in connection with his services. The 
German Public Auditor is not responsible for the use or implementation of 
the results of his services. The German Public Auditor is entitled to make 
use of competent persons to conduct the engagement. 


(2) Except for assurance engagements (betriebswirtschaftliche Prüfungen), 
the consideration of foreign law requires an express written agreement. 


(3) If circumstances or the legal situation change subsequent to the release 
of the final professional statement, the German Public Auditor is not obli-
gated to refer the engaging party to changes or any consequences result-
ing therefrom. 


 


3. The obligations of the engaging party to cooperate 


(1) The engaging party shall ensure that all documents and further infor-
mation necessary for the performance of the engagement are provided to 
the German Public Auditor on a timely basis, and that he is informed of all 
events and circumstances that may be of significance to the performance 
of the engagement. This also applies to those documents and further 
information, events and circumstances that first become known during the 
German Public Auditor’s work. The engaging party will also designate 
suitable persons to provide information. 


(2) Upon the request of the German Public Auditor, the engaging party 
shall confirm the completeness of the documents and further information 
provided as well as the explanations and statements, in a written statement 
drafted by the German Public Auditor. 


 


4. Ensuring independence 


(1) The engaging party shall refrain from anything that endangers the 
independence of the German Public Auditor’s staff. This applies throughout 
the term of the engagement, and in particular to offers of employment or to 
assume an executive or non-executive role, and to offers to accept en-
gagements on their own behalf. 


(2) Were the performance of the engagement to impair the independence 
of the German Public Auditor, of related firms, firms within his network, or 
such firms associated with him, to which the independence requirements 
apply in the same way as to the German Public Auditor in other engage-
ment relationships, the German Public Auditor is entitled to terminate the 
engagement for good cause. 


 


5. Reporting and oral information 


To the extent that the German Public Auditor is required to present results 
in writing as part of the work in executing the engagement, only that written 
work is authoritative. Drafts are non-binding. Except as otherwise agreed, 
oral statements and explanations by the German Public Auditor are binding 
only when they are confirmed in writing. Statements and information of the 
German Public Auditor outside of the engagement are always non-binding.  


 


 


 


6. Distribution of a German Public Auditor‘s professional statement 


(1) The distribution to a third party of professional statements of the Ger-
man Public Auditor (results of work or extracts of the results of work wheth-
er in draft or in a final version) or information about the German Public 
Auditor acting for the engaging party requires the German Public Auditor’s 
written consent, unless the engaging party is obligated to distribute or 
inform due to law or a regulatory requirement. 


(2) The use by the engaging party for promotional purposes of the German 
Public Auditor’s professional statements and of information about the 
German Public Auditor acting for the engaging party is prohibited. 


 


7. Deficiency rectification 


(1) In case there are any deficiencies, the engaging party is entitled to 
specific subsequent performance by the German Public Auditor. The 
engaging party may reduce the fees or cancel the contract for failure of 
such subsequent performance, for subsequent non-performance or unjusti-
fied refusal to perform subsequently, or for unconscionability or impossibil-
ity of subsequent performance. If the engagement was not commissioned 
by a consumer, the engaging party may only cancel the contract due to a 
deficiency if the service rendered is not relevant to him due to failure of 
subsequent performance, to subsequent non-performance, to unconscion-
ability or impossibility of subsequent performance. No. 9 applies to the 
extent that further claims for damages exist. 


(2) The engaging party must assert a claim for the rectification of deficien-
cies in writing (Textform) [Translators Note: The German term “Textform” 
means in written form, but without requiring a signature] without delay. 
Claims pursuant to paragraph 1 not arising from an intentional act expire 
after one year subsequent to the commencement of the time limit under the 
statute of limitations. 


(3) Apparent deficiencies, such as clerical errors, arithmetical errors and 
deficiencies associated with technicalities contained in a German Public 
Auditor’s professional statement (long-form reports, expert opinions etc.) 
may be corrected – also versus third parties – by the German Public 
Auditor at any time. Misstatements which may call into question the results 
contained in a German Public Auditor’s professional statement entitle the 
German Public Auditor to withdraw such statement – also versus third 
parties. In such cases the German Public Auditor should first hear the 
engaging party, if practicable. 


 


8. Confidentiality towards third parties, and data protection 


(1) Pursuant to the law (§ [Article] 323 Abs 1 [paragraph 1] HGB [German 
Commercial Code: Handelsgesetzbuch], § 43 WPO [German Law regulat-
ing the Profession of Wirtschaftsprüfer: Wirtschaftsprüferordnung], § 203 
StGB [German Criminal Code: Strafgesetzbuch]) the German Public 
Auditor is obligated to maintain confidentiality regarding facts and circum-
stances confided to him or of which he becomes aware in the course of his 
professional work, unless the engaging party releases him from this confi-
dentiality obligation. 


(2) When processing personal data, the German Public Auditor will observe 
national and European legal provisions on data protection. 


 


9. Liability 


(1) For legally required services by German Public Auditors, in particular 
audits, the respective legal limitations of liability, in particular the limitation 
of liability pursuant to § 323 Abs. 2 HGB, apply. 


(2) Insofar neither a statutory limitation of liability is applicable, nor an 
individual contractual limitation of liability exists, the liability of the German 
Public Auditor for claims for damages of any other kind, except for dam-
ages resulting from injury to life, body or health as well as for damages that 
constitute a duty of replacement by a producer pursuant to § 1 ProdHaftG 
[German Product Liability Act: Produkthaftungsgesetz], for an individual 
case of damages caused by negligence is limited to € 4 million pursuant to 
§ 54 a Abs. 1 Nr. 2 WPO. 


(3) The German Public Auditor is entitled to invoke demurs and defenses 
based on the contractual relationship with the engaging party also towards 
third parties.  
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(4) When multiple claimants assert a claim for damages arising from an 
existing contractual relationship with the German Public Auditor due to the 
German Public Auditor’s negligent breach of duty, the maximum amount 
stipulated in paragraph 2 applies to the respective claims of all claimants 
collectively.  


(5) An individual case of damages within the meaning of paragraph 2 also 
exists in relation to a uniform damage arising from a number of breaches of 
duty. The individual case of damages encompasses all consequences from 
a breach of duty regardless of whether the damages occurred in one year 
or in a number of successive years. In this case, multiple acts or omissions 
based on the same source of error or on a source of error of an equivalent 
nature are deemed to be a single breach of duty if the matters in question 
are legally or economically connected to one another. In this event the 
claim against the German Public Auditor is limited to € 5 million. The 
limitation to the fivefold of the minimum amount insured does not apply to 
compulsory audits required by law. 


(6) A claim for damages expires if a suit is not filed within six months 
subsequent to the written refusal of acceptance of the indemnity and the 
engaging party has been informed of this consequence. This does not 
apply to claims for damages resulting from scienter, a culpable injury to life, 
body or health as well as for damages that constitute a liability for replace-
ment by a producer pursuant to § 1 ProdHaftG. The right to invoke a plea 
of the statute of limitations remains unaffected. 


 


10. Supplementary provisions for audit engagements 


(1) If the engaging party subsequently amends the financial statements or 
management report audited by a German Public Auditor and accompanied 
by an auditor's report, he may no longer use this auditor’s report. 


If the German Public Auditor has not issued an auditor's report, a reference 
to the audit conducted by the German Public Auditor in the management 
report or any other public reference is permitted only with the German 
Public Auditor’s written consent and with a wording authorized by him. 


(2) lf the German Public Auditor revokes the auditor's report, it may no 
longer be used. lf the engaging party has already made use of the auditor's 
report, then upon the request of the German Public Auditor he must give 
notification of the revocation. 


(3) The engaging party has a right to five official copies of the report. 
Additional official copies will be charged separately. 


 


11. Supplementary provisions for assistance in tax matters  


(1) When advising on an individual tax issue as well as when providing 
ongoing tax advice, the German Public Auditor is entitled to use as a 
correct and complete basis the facts provided by the engaging party – 
especially numerical disclosures; this also applies to bookkeeping en-
gagements. Nevertheless, he is obligated to indicate to the engaging party 
any errors he has identified. 


(2) The tax advisory engagement does not encompass procedures required 
to observe deadlines, unless the German Public Auditor has explicitly 
accepted a corresponding engagement. In this case the engaging party 
must provide the German Public Auditor with all documents required to 
observe deadlines – in particular tax assessments – on such a timely basis 
that the German Public Auditor has an appropriate lead time. 


(3) Except as agreed otherwise in writing, ongoing tax advice encompasses 
the following work during the contract period: 


a) preparation of annual tax returns for income tax, corporate tax and 
business tax, as well as wealth tax returns, namely on the basis of the 
annual financial statements, and on other schedules and evidence 
documents required for the taxation, to be provided by the engaging 
party 


b) examination of tax assessments in relation to the taxes referred to in 
(a) 


c) negotiations with tax authorities in connection with the returns and 
assessments mentioned in (a) and (b) 


d) support in tax audits and evaluation of the results of tax audits with 
respect to the taxes referred to in (a) 


e) participation in petition or protest and appeal procedures with respect 
to the taxes mentioned in (a). 


In the aforementioned tasks the German Public Auditor takes into account 
material published legal decisions and administrative interpretations. 


(4) If the German Public auditor receives a fixed fee for ongoing tax advice, 
the work mentioned under paragraph 3 (d) and (e) is to be remunerated 
separately, except as agreed otherwise in writing. 


(5) Insofar the German Public Auditor is also a German Tax Advisor and 
the German Tax Advice Remuneration Regulation (Steuerberatungsvergü-
tungsverordnung) is to be applied to calculate the remuneration, a greater 
or lesser remuneration than the legal default remuneration can be agreed 
in writing (Textform).  


(6) Work relating to special individual issues for income tax, corporate tax, 
business tax, valuation assessments for property units, wealth tax, as well 
as all issues in relation to sales tax, payroll tax, other taxes and dues 
requires a separate engagement. This also applies to: 


a) work on non-recurring tax matters, e.g. in the field of estate tax, capital 
transactions tax, and real estate sales tax; 


b) support and representation in proceedings before tax and administra-
tive courts and in criminal tax matters; 


c) advisory work and work related to expert opinions in connection with 
changes in legal form and other re-organizations, capital increases 
and reductions, insolvency related business reorganizations, admis-
sion and retirement of owners, sale of a business, liquidations and the 
like, and 


d) support in complying with disclosure and documentation obligations. 


(7) To the extent that the preparation of the annual sales tax return is 
undertaken as additional work, this includes neither the review of any 
special accounting prerequisites nor the issue as to whether all potential 
sales tax allowances have been identified. No guarantee is given for the 
complete compilation of documents to claim the input tax credit. 


 


12. Electronic communication  


Communication between the German Public Auditor and the engaging 
party may be via e-mail. In the event that the engaging party does not wish 
to communicate via e-mail or sets special security requirements, such as 
the encryption of e-mails, the engaging party will inform the German Public 
Auditor in writing (Textform) accordingly. 


 


13. Remuneration 


(1) In addition to his claims for fees, the German Public Auditor is entitled to 
claim reimbursement of his expenses; sales tax will be billed additionally. 
He may claim appropriate advances on remuneration and reimbursement 
of expenses and may make the delivery of his services dependent upon the 
complete satisfaction of his claims. Multiple engaging parties are jointly and 
severally liable. 


(2) If the engaging party is not a consumer, then a set-off against the 
German Public Auditor’s claims for remuneration and reimbursement of 
expenses is admissible only for undisputed claims or claims determined to 
be legally binding. 


 


14. Dispute Settlement 


The German Public Auditor is not prepared to participate in dispute settle-
ment procedures before a consumer arbitration board (Verbraucherschlich-
tungsstelle) within the meaning of § 2 of the German Act on Consumer 
Dispute Settlements (Verbraucherstreitbeilegungsgesetz). 


 


15. Applicable law  


The contract, the performance of the services and all claims resulting 
therefrom are exclusively governed by German law. 
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